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JMU basketball coaches come and go 
Dillard returns to his alma mater 
.as new men's basketball coach 
Moorman's resignation wraps up 
15-year era in women's basketball 
by John M. Taylor 
assistant sports editor 
whether he'd be considered for the job. by Steve Trout 
senior editor 
Athletic Director Don Lemish with com-
plaints. 
Sherman Dillard, in his own words, 
ushered in the "dawn of a new era" in 
JMU basketball Thursday, as he accepted 
the vacant men's head coaching position. 
"He was in a very difficult situation," 
JMU Athletic Director Don Lemish said. 
"He had a great job at Indiana State-'- he 
wouldn't want to jeopardize that if he 
didn't get this job." 
Lemish was ecstatic when Dillard final-
ly agreed to an interview. "He bowled us 
over in the interview process/' Lemish 
said. 'We had four good interviews, foU)-
outstanding people, but it was very obvi-
ous Sherman (Dillard] was the perfect guy 
for this Job." 
The JMU athletic department is in a 
world of disarray, and just when things 
were starting to calm down, the shake-up 
continues. 
ln a tearful statement made at a press 
conference Friday, Moorman, the most 
successful coach in JMU's basketball histo-
ry, cited fatigue as her reason for resign· 
in g. 
"It's so great to - -------. 
be back home," 
the former Indi-
ana State Univ-
ersity head coach 
said after betng 
tntroduced to the 
crowd in the 
Co nvocation 
Center. "You look 
at your life as a 
journey, not a 
sprint. Certainly 
for me, it's been a 
Two weeks after ]MU fired men's bas-
ketball head coach Lefty Driesell, coach 
Shelia Moorman- in a controversial 
move - stepped down after 15 years at 
the helm of the women's basketbaU pro-
gram afte r some players approached 
" I grew very tired, and it has affected 
my ability to lead," Moorman said. "You 
can call it bum out, you can call it whatev-
er you want." 
s~ RESIGNATION page 2 
journey, and I'm Shennan Dillard 
so glad tha t my 
journey has taken me full circle back to 
my foundation, back to my roots, back to 
the state of Virgmia and back to James 
Madison Umvcr.;ity." 
The week was a journey for the 41-
ycar-old head coach. Dillard arrived in 
llarrisonburg for an interview March 16, 
was offered thl' job and accepted, and 
returned home to Terre Haute, lnd., that 
evening. He was back in Harrisonburg 
Thursday for the 1 p.m. news conference. 
Dillard said, "When I came into the 
interview just thinking about my experi· 
ence here, the good times and the not-so-
good tfmes, it was very emotional. J cried 
on the way to the interview, and on the 
way home I cried tears of JOy." 
· Dillard replaces former JMU head-man 
Lefty Driesell, whom JMU fired March 5. 
Driesell coached the Dukes for nine years, 
compiling a 159-111 record. 
Those who remember Dillard from his 
days as an All-American player and 
Academic All-American at JMU, met the 
new coach w1th excitement. Yet, there are 
still some doubter.;. The one question that 
lingers about Dillard 's r~sumc is his 
coaching record. In his Lhree years at 
Indiana State, the Sycamores never broke 
even in the win-loss columns. Dillard 
comp1led a 29-52 record at h1s one head 
coaching stop. 
"We worked diligently to take lhat pro-
gram in th.e right direction," Dillard said 
of his and his staff's efforts. "How do you 
Apparently, the decision to return to 
his alma mater wasn't an easy one. Dillard 
was publicly welcomed back to JMU, 
where he starred on the court from 1973 to 
1978, with open arms, but he wasn't sure see Olll.ARO page 2 
Under the leadership of Sheila Moonnan (second from right), the women'• basketball 
team played In the NCAA conference alx times. She held a combined reconl of 302-134. 
1997 SGA elections compel candidates to explore student needs 
by Rob Speirs 
SGAreporter 
Candidates for the 1997-'98 Student Government 
Association and Honor Council posts began their cam-
paigns in earnest last week in anticipation of upcoming 
elections. 
Polling day is Wednesday on the commons from 9 
a.m. to 7 p.m . and in the Lakeside area from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
Elections Committee Chair Ron Rose, a semor, is 
working this year to increase student participation in the 
election process. 
" It's not only necessary [for students] to come out and 
vote, but we want them to educate themselves on who to 
vote for," Rose said. "There's a lot of ~ues on campus 
students should be concerned about" 
Rose hopes to increase \Oter turnout through 
increased pub licit) . Last year, 2,206 people, or 18.5 per-
cent of the student body, voted, according to the March 
26, 1996, issue of Tilt> Breeze. 
Presidential candidate April Roberts, a junior, said 
improved communication between SGA and the student 
body is an important issue, but she is not running specifi-
cally on that platform. 
"I've got an insight (this year) into what you can really 
do [in SGA]. I would rather run on things that are feasi-
ble," Roberts said. Roberts is the current SGA vke presi-
denl 
Roberts said she would increase SGA's effectiveness 
by creating a separate body to allocate money to clubs 
and organizatiOns. 
Setting up this body would allow more students and 
groups to come to Senate w1th their concerns, as less time 
would be spent discussing the funding aspect of SGA. 
Sophomore Tony Madsen, presidential candidate and 
present SCA secretary, intends to extend the free 
add/drop period from one week to two weeks. 
Madsen advocates this change because the extendL'<i 
deadline would lessen the chance of receiving a with-
drawal note on a transcript. 
Madsen also plans to improve lighting on campus and 
increase the number of computers available to students. 
Vice presidential candidate Mat McCollough, a sopho-
more, is focusing on improved SGA-student commun.ica-
bon. 
"In years before, the Senate has been in its own world, 
and that's sad," McCollough said. "I've always been able 
to bring massive amounts of people together, and that's 
what J'm about." 
McCollough proposes making each senator responsi-
ble for about three clubs. The senator would attend at 
least one meeting per month with that particular orgaru-
zabon. 
McCollough hopes lhis policy would keep senators 
more in touch w1th the organizations they represent. 
Junior Andy Sorensen, vice presidential candidate, 
would utilize the SGA bullcttn board and Brew advertis-
ing to keep students up to date. 
" l believe [being elected vice president) will make it 
possible for me to help the student body through out-
see ELECnONS ()age 2 
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"To the press alone, clrequered as 
it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted fur all the triumphs 
wl1ich have been gained by 
rtQS(}n and humo,ity CJVU error 
and oppression. H 
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measure success? AU too often, I 
think we get caught up in the 
tunnel vision of how many wins, 
how many losses. 
"1 can stand here today before 
you and say that we were suc-
cessful at Indiana State because 
we started turning the program 
around." 
The Sycamores went 4-24 in 
the 1993-'94 season before Dillard 
took over the program in 1994. 
The search committee chose 
Dillard from a group of about 
four candidates after a two-week 
search . The five-person search 
committee unanimously recom· 
mended Dillard to JMU Pres!· 
dent Ronald Carrier, who was 
not involved in the search. His 
hiring was announced Wednes· 
day ln a university press release. 
Dillard went out of his way to 
thank everyone who helped him. 
In one of the more ironic twists of 
his speech, Dillard thanked 
DrieseU for giving him his start in 
1979. Dillard was an assistant 
under Driesell from 1979-'85 at 
the University of Maryland. 
"Lefty Drlesell gave me my 
start in this profession," DiUard 
said. "He believed in me, and he 
also taught me the work ethic, 
taught me how to roach, how to 
recruit and got me going in this 
direction of my coaching prof~ 
sion." 
Dillard's first move was to 
bring assistant Chris Theobald 
with him from Indiana State. He 
said others from his staff may 
later join him. . . . 
"This is a great sttuataon an 
terms of being a coUege basket-
ball coach" Theobalq said. " I'm 
really happy for [Dillard] and his 
family. I' m happy I get the 
chance to be with him. l've got 
tremendous respect for hitn." 
Dillard and Theobald inherit a 
team~ 12 ~four of 
whom were starten IMt ~ 
Many of the playen attended 
Wednesday's preaa oonference. 
"I look at this as an opportuni-
ty to give back 10 the university 
that gave so much 10 me," Dillard 
said. ''In me, yoq're aoma to see a 
guy whO has a fife In . . beUy. 1 
have that fire; it's burning. I'm 
driven, driven by the sole pur-
pose of being the 'n,!fy best I can 
possjbly be as a Coach. being able 
to coach a team and taking them 
as far as l can take them. 
"It's going to be a fun ride for 
aU of us." 
Resignation ~--~----------j-;--:----
COI'Itinued trom page 1 
But according to a player who requested 
anonymity, there's more to it than that. 
In a March 17 meeting between players 
and Lemish, players threatened to leave the 
team if Moorman wasn't removed. 
"They basically leaned on their scholar-
ships,,. the player said. '1"hey told [Lemish) 
they would give them up if Moorman 
remained coach." 
According to the player, the team com-
plained of a lack of respect between them 
and Moorman. 
"It was mutual," the player said. "She did· 
n't treat them with respect, and they didn't 
treat her with respect." 
Moorman is an aggressive coach who 
takes winning seriously. At Friday's confer· 
ence, she wondered if this approach led to 
her demise. 
"No one has any doubt of my coaching 
style," she said. ''It's controlling and very 
<temanding. I usually yell at the girls one sec-
ond and hug them the next. Maybe I lost the 
ability to hug." 
The player said, "I've never seen 
[Moorman) hug one of us." 
The players held another meeting March 
18, this time including Moorman. According 
to the unnamed player, Moorman offe~ to 
make some changes in her demeanor, but the 
players said they felt it was too late. 
"[The players} had the administration by 
the balls," the player said. 
This tension is what aUegedly led to the 
two meetings with Lemish, but the athletic 
director refused to elaborate on the issue 
" I have no comment on anything related 
to the players," Lemish said·at Friday's con-
ference as a handful of players looked on. 
Others, however, were not afraid to votre 
their op~nion. Freshman forward. Laura 
Gehrke, who was not present at the Lemish 
meetings, said she felt the squad's problems 
were not out of the ordinary. 
"We have the same problems that every 
team haS," Gehrke 'said. ''There's been a le>t of 
talking, but I had a good relationship with 
[Moonnan]. She's a coach - she'U be rough 
and she'U be your friend [The players at the 
Lemish meetings] just wanted to be heard." 
Moorman's resigning doesn'r mean.an 
end to her cateer at JMU. ln stepping down, 
she agreed to become the university's new 
facility and special events coordinator. She 
will work primarily in the athletics depart-
ment helping other administrators with 
games management and other daily facihty 
operations. 
"I'm looking forward to the future," 
Moorman said. "'It feels really good right 
now. It's a new start, a new beginning.'/ 
Gehrke said she thinks Moorman won't be 
content with her new adminiStrative po~i­
tion .... Basketball is her life, her passion Of 
course she's not happy." 
Moorman leaves the ~m with a com-
bined record of 302-134. She led the Dukes to 
the NCAA Tournament six times and was 
named the Colonial Athletic Association's 
Coach of the Decade {1985-~5). The Dukes 
reached \he NCAA tournament's "Sweet 16" 
four times (1986, 'ffl, '88, '91) and the round 
of 32 in 1989. THe 1968 Brigham Young 
University graduate has a string of 13 consec-
utive winning seasons and has never won 
fewer than 16 games in a season. 
According to Lernish, a 'searcH' committee 
has yet to form. it will fill the vacant spot in a 
way similar to the hiring process for recently· 
named men's basketball head coach Sherman 
DiUard 
Elections ------=-~---'-------.............__ ________ =------
reai:h:--SorehSen said. Sorensen is 
the current SGA treasurer. 
Sorensen, like Roberts, intends 
to change the method of allocat-
ing fund to clubs and organiza-
tions. 
"1 would like to revamp the 
SGA constatuhon by creating a 
body designed for fund alloca· 
tion," So~n said. "I believe in 
gtvrng fees back to the student 
body." 
• Additionally, several candi-
dates promised to work on JMU 
parking and traffic issues. 
Sophomore Lindsay Curran, a 
. candidate for treasurer, pledges 
to extend parking hours for resi-
dential and commuter students. 
"Right now, resident students 
aren't allowed to park [in some 
lots] unbl 11 p.m I wchlld try to 
make hours for rebidential and 
commuter students more reaUs-
tic," Curran said. 
Sophomore Rtchard jenkins, 
candidate for treasurer, woula 
create a link with local go\.em-
ment to involve s tudents in 
resolving t~sucs, such as the 
nmoval of the crosswalk to 
Anthony-Seeger 1-!all. 
"I'm proposing we have some 
sort of [student) link who will 
work with the city government 
because [last 
they're not in toudl with the SGA 
. .. and they don't know how 
SGA's spending their money," 
Wessonsajd 
.A~ ...... 
Wesson plans to make better 
use of the SGA web page and 
"-•••••....;b:._-ullctin board by broadcasting 
""' SGA activities and 
semester] the 
SGA had no idea the city was 
removing the crosswalk." Jenkins 
sa1d. 
Money concerns also play a 
role in several candtdates' plat· 
fonns. 
junior Kyle Wt.>sSOn, secretarial 
candidate, would keep the cam-
pus more informed about how 
SGA allocates student fees. 
"A lot of peop1e feel like 
Ol.l UI•V ~ ~ 
accomplishments and 





has met with vari-
ous organ tzattons 
such as campus 
sororities, fraternities 
and Young Ufe to acquaint her-
self with student concerns. 
Larnont hopes to be able to 
represent the student body effec-
tively in Senate and on the 
Ext'CUiive Council. 
"The secretary has an equal 
vote (on the council] ... I look at 
!the position of secretary) as 
tmportant as the president, 
because the vote is just as power-
ful." Lamont said. 
Honor Council vice prcsiden· 
tial candidate Tristie Reed, a 
junior. is 01Ming for reelection. 
Last year Reed ran unopposed. 
"I'm excited about runmng 
against ~tnother candidate 
because 1 feel like this will give 
me an opportunity to ... get 
down to the issue of improving 
awareness and support of the 
honor system atJMU," Reed said 
Reed's opponent, Marcy 
Miller, a freshman, also believes 
stu~cnts are not familiar with the 
JMU Honor Code. 
"Basically, my main goal is to 
promote the code among th t.> 
JMU community," Miller said. 
, Candidate Kevin Chamberlin, 
a senior, is rupning lor Honor 
Council president unopposed. 
Chamberlin pledges to "maintain 
and stress the importance of a 
strong code of honor (at JMU I·" 
Candidates must receive 50 
percent of the vote to win . All 
students, including seniors, ar~ 
eligible to vote Wednesday. 
Students must bring their JAC 
cards to the booths. 
E-mail message misdirected 
Goodlatte sees Democratic Socialist's forwarded letter 
by Andi Metzler 
stR!f writu 
When Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R-
Va) said he loOlcs at every e-mail 
message he receives, he wasn't 
kidding. 
Michael Key, co-chair of 
JMU's Young Democratic 
Socialists, didn't count on 
Goodlatte being a recipient of an 
e-mail message he sent to YDS 
members. 
The message aUegedJy refers 
to the congressman as "Bob 'the 
gimp' Goodlatte (an asshole 
Republican)" and encouraged the 
recipients about po&Sibly staging 
a protest at an SGA-sponsored 
speech March 17. 
Good.latte said he received the 
message after someme on Key's 
mailing list forwarded it to him. 
After commenting that he 
reads all his e-mail, Goodlatte 
spoke at the March 17 SGA meet-
ing and opened witjl, '1s Michael 
Key here? I was going to give 
him the first question. H 
Neither Key nor YOO protest-
ers wee present 
Ashley Warren, co-chair of 
YDS, Mid the group decided not 
to protest at the meeting. 
.,We wouldn't have gotten 
anything out ol it,,. she said. 
Key agreed. "Tactically, it 
wouldn't have been prudent," he 
said. 
Gooc:Uattesaidhehadhoped 
Key would be at the SGA event 
"' was hoping he would be here 
to give him the first crac.lc at me," 
he said. 
Key said he believes a College 
Republican on his mailing list 
sent the message to Goodlatte. 
'1t was probably a Republican 
because anyone can be on the 
list," he said. "It's unfortunate 
that [Goodlatte) got the e-mail. 
"It was a letter among 
friends," he added. '1t's not our 
fault because it's our constitution-
al right - we can scrutinize an 
elected official" 
Key said he has written an 
apology to the College Repub-
licans and fellow YDS members 
for using obscene language. 
However, he feels the College 
RepubUcans are making "some-
thing out of nothing." 
Goodlatte said he has no 
plans to respond to the message 
because Key did not send it to 
him directly. 
"1 do welcome people with 
different points of view and I'd 
Wee to hear his questims, but e-
mails should be written with a 
dvU tone without obscenities," 
Good.latte said. "''t doesn't add, it 
detracts from the message." 
Jennifer Sowers, student orga-
nization coordinator, said she 
heard of the incident but was not 
aware GoodJatte had seen the e-
mail. 
'1 had recommended that the 
(CoUege) Republicans talk to 
Michael and try to handle it inter-
nally first, but I might have to get 
involved now that CoodJatte has 
seen it," she said. 
Key had an informal discus-
sion with Sowers on March 21 
about the rights and responsibili-
ties of individuals and groups. 
Gary Marx, chair of JMU 
College Republicans, said he had-
n't tailced to Key as ol March 23. 
"Goodlatte had asked us not 
to talk to [Key) because we don't 
want a confrontation," he 11id. 
'1've also talked to other CoUegi 
Republicans that are angry about 
this and asked them not to ta1lc to 
[Key).H 
"As anyone, the College 
R~ublicans are very disturbed 
when someone curses 3t an elect-
ed official,H he said. 
Key said YDS does not want 
to be enemies with the College 
Republicans. 
"Although they stand on the 
wrong side of history, we're not 
going to play political back-biting 
games,,. he said. "We've never 
dme anything out ol our rights.,. · . 
Student sexuality talk spotlights new idetJS 
you have a material that conducts heat and you can 
by Jalia Falz feel the body tempernture and you can feel some-
stlljf writer thing, people are more inclined to use it,. 
Rappers Salt -N- Pepa aren't the only ones talk- Howard said people can also use oil-based lubri-
!ng about aex these days. cants with polyumhane cmdoms as opposed to the 
• An interactive workshop last Thursday night water-based lubricants required to maintain the 
titled "Human Sexuality: New Strategies lor effectiveness ollatex condoms. 
Improving Relationships" encouraged ?0 students "That also has a Jot to do with the foods that you 
to"talkaboutaex." use," Howard said. "'Whipped cream, honey, 
The University of Pennsylvania's James Hershey's chocolate ... whatever, have an oil base 
Wadley, human sexuality cmsultant, and Monique and they can break down the condom." 
Howard, human sexuality Howard and Wadley 
educator, led students in stressed the need for stu-
open forum discussion about dents to use condoms, 
romance, love and intimacy. whether \hey are Ia tex or 
Howard and Wadley polyurethane. 
broke the audience into small In her opening remarks, 
groups to discuss how men graduate student Taiwan 
and women express intima- Lovelace said, "Even indi-
cy, the definition of intimacy viduals who know every-
and what determines intima- thing about sex and relation-
cy in relationships. ships will be given strategies 
The groups also ranked to improve their field." 
activities from least to most Senior Angela Andrews, 
intimate, including massag- who works for JMU's affir-
ing with clothes on, mutual mative action department, 
masturbat:im and anal se,x. said, ., A Jot of college stu-
Howard also gave the dents tum to the media and 
audience information about magazines in terms of the 
sexually transmitted infect- [sex educatioo) they receive 
ions and the ways people can instead of education from 
prevent them. reliable sou.ra5." 
She said a new polyure- Wadley encouraged dis-
thane condom is gaining a AMY SANDLINl . phol ~ cussion among audience 
following among people se.mor o1ru r members according to guide-
allergic to latex condoms or S,••kar ..._ Wlldley checb on the pro- lines he and howard had 
who find latex condoms .,._of eophomore 8loolce Alano Md Mfto devised. 
WlCOm.fortable. kn, Uwel White • JMn ..,.. In 1'hln- "When we talk about 
"(PoJyurethane] is a good *I slnt8r8ctM ...._. ......, WGIIcMop. human sexuality, because we 
conductor of heat," Howard said. "'You get to feel all represent different backgrounds, and we 
something. One of the biggest n!8SOil5 wl\y people 
dm't use condoms is you dcn't feel (anything}. If seeiD,... .u 
- --- -
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off all tn-stoclf computer hardware, 
software, manuals 
and computer supplies 
WE'VE GONE MAD WITH SAVINGS! 
. 
JMU Boolfstore, warren Hall • 568-3989 
Includes in-stock items only. Excludes .special special orders and out of stock Items. 
Avarlabte only to JMU faculty, staff and students. 





The JMU Cycling Club will be havin~ a meeting on Tuesday,.March 
25th at 5:00pm in the UREC Instructional Room. Come on by to find 
out about: 
• bicycle maintenance and repair. 
• groups rides - road. and mountat!'. 
• inter-collegiate racmg oppoi1Uruttes . 
• opportunity to work ~th a USCF certtfied coach 
• open club officer postttons 
If you are unable to attend the meeting but are still 
interested in groups rides or races, see the contact below. 
The cycling club is open to riders of all 
abilities and all disciplines (road, mol.Jlltain, 
triathletes). 
For more information, contact Adam at x8724 or yia e-mail at 
gu/lerar@jmu. edu. 
~.._____, ~~~ ~~ L_ 















e Research presentation by Nildtah Imaiu, sponsond by 
Sociology Oub, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 3:.30 p.m. 
e EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 311, 5 p.m. 
e American Criminal Justice Association meeting, 
Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 6:15 p.m. 
e Science Fiction Fantasy Guild meeting, Taylor Hall. 
nn. 404, 7 p.m. 
e Camp Heartland Kids, journey of Hope," Wilson 
Hall, 7 p.m. Details: Ann, x3503 
e ROAR meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 200, 7 p.m. Details: 
Sarah, x340'7 
• Phi au Theta executive meeting, Zane Showker Hall, 
rm. G-2, 7 p.m. 
• Freshman class council meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 
8:30p.m. · 
• First Right meeting, Taylor HaU, rm. 305, 9 p.m. 1 
!TUESDAY lSI 
e Cycling Oub meeting, UREC instructional room, 
5 p.m. Details: Adam, x8724 
e Circle K meeting, Taylor HaU, rm. 306, 6 p.m. 
• Episcopal Campus Ministry Bible study, Canterbury 
House, 7 p.m. 
• College Democrats meeting, T&ylor Hall, rm. 304, 
7 p.m. Details: Jamie, 433-2807. 
• AED National Premedical Society meeting, Harrison 
Hall, rm A205, 7 p.m. 
e Psychology Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m. 
Details: Heather, x5942. 
• Pre-Law Society meeting, Maury Hall, rm. G-5, 7 p.m. 
e College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
7:30p.m. Details: Gary, 433-48n. 
e The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
rm. 217,7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541. 
!WEDNESDAY 261 
• Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
Sp.m. 
e Outing Club meeting, Keezell Hall, rm. 105,6:30 p.m. 
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 7:30p.m. 
e Lenten Musical, CCM House,-9 p.m. 
!THURSDAY 271 
e EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302, 5 p.m. 
e Chess Club meeting, Miller Hall, rm. 120, 5-7 p.m. 
Details: Quyen, x7782, or e-mail, QUCHAU. 
e Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship, 
Baptist Student Center, 5:30 p.m. 
e Fellowship dinner and New Life Singers, Wesley 
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490. 
e Gemini Entertainment meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 
6p.m. 
e Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
lobby, 6 p.m. 
e CCM Folk Group practice, CCM House, 7 p.m. • 
e Young Democratic Socialists meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 
400,8 p.m. Details: Michael, x5143 
e Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 311, 
8 p.m. Details: Shabana or LaTaya, x7146. 
e Holy Thursday Mass, CCM House, 8 p.m. 
Congress grants $440 million for 
special projects on college campuses 
W ASHINGlON, D.C. - Congress set aside almost SO 
percent more money this year for new buildings and other 
special projects on roUege campuses, reversing three years 
of decline in what critics regard as academic pork. 
The Chronicle of Higher Education, a weekly trade 
publication, reported in its March 2B issue that Congress 
approved $440 million in fiscal 1 ~7 for specilic academic 
institutions. Such outlays circumvent merit-based, 
competitive reviews the government generally uses to 
dole out research funds. 
The projects were approved during an election year, as 
both the White House and congressional leaders were 
demanding that the federal budget had to be brought in 
balance. 
"It's the wrong way to go, and 1t's the wrong message to 
be sending," said LesUe Paige, senior vice president fqr 
policy at Citizens Against Government Waste, a critic of 
pork-barrel spending. 
''They were headed in the right direction, and then the 
elections came along," he said. "They porked jt out at the 
end of the session in order to buy votes." 
Nevertheless, the special funding remains well below 
the high-water mark of $763 million in the fiscal year 
ended Sept. 30, 1993, according to the newspaper. 
Earmarks for fiscal 1996, which ended Sept. 30, were at 
$299 million. 
Congress approved $64,000 for a study at the 
University of Georgia on "urban pests," $345,000 for a 
study at Iowa State University on managing cows and 
calves and $7 million for converting part of an old 
military base into a California State University campus. 





Old Dominion shbttle service alms to 
I 
cut crime, Increase campus safety 
NORFOLK- Four nights a week, Old Dominion 
University students can get free rides to Lhe library or 
from a bar instead of having to walk. 
The university's new courtesy car service is designed to 
shuttle students around the campus and its surroundings 
late at night The service operates from 8 p.m to 3 a.m. 
Thursday to Sunday 
The service blends the growmg efforts on campuses 
nationwide to provide students with more amenities and 
protect them from cnme. At least one other state school, 
the University of Virginia, provides a similar service 
seven nights a week. 
ODU President James Koch said many crimes involving 
college students are alcohol-related. "This will help 
people out who frequent certain establishments and 
sometimes after frequenting those establishments don't 
make the best judgments," he said. 
James Custis Jr., a 22-year-old senior who used the car 
recently to go from one dorm to another, said: "It's the 
safest thing that can happE:n. You don't have to worry 
about getting robbed. I wish \twas seven days a week." 
ODU reported a 25 percent increase in criminal 
incidents - the largest jump for any four-year Virginia 
college- in the most recently collected statistics. The 
number went from 317 in 1994 to 397 in 1~5. 
Nearly 90 percent of those incidents were property 
thefts. But at least two Old Dominion students, John 
Torpey and Sarah Wisnosky, have been killed near 
campus in the last five years. And last year's student 
president, Chris Pearson, was shot in the neck in 1993 at 
an automated teller machine near the university. 
-AP/newsfinder service 
. .. com~ 
, ..... , . 
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•News: On-campus housing for 1997-'98 school year 
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I 
April Roberts 
• Initiate the use of Flex and 
Dining Dollars by off-campus 
food vendors. 
• Push to elect senators repre-
senting colleges [of education] 
rather than residency. 
• Lay groundwork for the 
return of annually allocated 




• Make an effort to extend the 
free add I drop period for stu-
dents during class registra-
tion. 
• Improve lighting on campus, 
including more emergency 
Blue Lights. 
• Recycling containers in all 
classrooms in academic build-




• Help coordinate first annual 
Spring Sports Festival for area 
students with disabilities. 
• Place additional U.S. Post 
Office mailboxes in all residen- · 
tial areas on campus. 
• Defend and encourage dubs 
and organizations' right to 
have their perspectives be 
heard to the fullest extent. 
Andy Sorensen 
• Return the allocation of stu-
dent activity and contingency 
fees to clubs and organiza-
tions. 
•Work to allow student input 
concerning faculty promotion 
and tenure. 
• Develop a commission and 
committees orientation for 
both students and faculty. 





•Seek higher education 
money hom Richmond. 
•Create local govern-
ment link so students 
may be involved in de-
cisions like crosswalk 
removal. 
Lindsay Curran 
• Work with Market One 
to accept meal punches 
for lunch and dinner. 
• Implement comment 
boxes for students' con-. 
cems and suggestions. 
Secretary 
Lindsey Lamont 
•Stress importance of 
open communication 
between students and 
faculty. · 
• Make sure students are 
pt:epared for their cho-
sen careers. 
Kyle Wesson 
• Make SGA more publi-
cized and open to the 
student body. 
•Revitalize SGA News 
Board in the Madison 
Leadership Center. 
Ho11or Cot111cil Preside11t Ho11or Cou11cil Vice Preside11t 
Kevin Chamberlin 
•He lp s tu -


















ive ro le in 
promotion 
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The New Physics Major Program at JMU 
3/2 Engineering Applied 
Physics 











STUDENTS SEEKING A MAJOR: Consider the new JMU physics 
program, which now includes Fundamental Studies, 3-2 Engineering, 
Materials Science, Electronics and Computer Applications, and Computa-
tional Physics. 
. 
APPLIED PHYSICS includes materials science, computational science, 
and electronics and computer applications, preparing students for employ-
ment directly after graduation. Materials Science and Computational 
Sciences are joint programs between the College of Science & Mathematics 
and lSAT. 
t 3-l ENGINEERING agreements have been implemented with a number of 
I engineering departments at the University of Virginia permitting students 
I to study 3 years at JMU, and 2 years at the University of Virginia, earning 
a Bachelors degree in Physics from JMU and an MS in Engineering at UVA. 
FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES prepares students for graduate study in 
physics and related fields, and for jobs in government and industry 
JMU PBYSICS GRADUATES have successful careers in computer 
engineering, business ownership, technical writing, medicine, law, 
meteorology, robotics, electronics engineering, software engineering, high-
school teaching, and military service. Physics majors entering industry 
have among the highest starting salaries of any major, and continue to be in 
demand throughout their careers. (Webpage: http://www.jmu.edu/physics/) 
I 
If you like mathematics, designing and building things, problem-solving, 
' and understanding the universe around you, then come and talk with us, or 








is looking for 12 Resident Network Advisors to 
provide technical assistance to students in the Netplus 
program starting this fall. Netplus is a program 
allowing students to purchase Ethernet connections in 
residence halls providing direct access to the Internet 
and campus computing resources. RNAs will work 
approximately 10 hrs/wk. Pay will be $240/month. 
Candidates are required to: 
• live on campus and purchase a Netplus connection. 
• have strong desktop computer skills. 
• have a professional customer service attitude. 
Prior networking experience with TCP/IP and Internet 
related applications is desired. Email questions to 
netplus@jmu.edu. Further information can be 
obtained from homepage: www.jmu.edu/netplus. 
Applicants should fill out a state employment 
application available from Personnel in Hillcrest. 
Applications should be sent or dropped off to Nancy 
Dauer, Technical Services, Frye Building 20 l . 







"J 0 u R N E y 0 F H 0 p EH 
COME HEAR COURAGEOUS KIDS 
TELL THEIR STORIES ABOUT LMNG 
WITH AIDS 
A multi~media event featuring nine 
slide projectors, three screens and a 
dynamic soundtrack to document the 
lessons of Patrick Giantonio's four 
year walk from East to West Africa. 
Monday, 
March 24 1997 
Wilson Hall 
7:00PM 
5rof\'SORFD RY n IF I~IU STUO!·t\T<i l-OR C~~IP 
III.AR11N\O. Till: UNIVERSHI PRCXl~\1 OOARD. A~D 
TilE l~llll H:AI.1H (1~\TER 
Thursday, 





Sponsored by the 
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Health class organizes Greek life experiences growth 
Recycling Awareness Week Student interest in fraternities and sororities increasing; 
by Elizabeth Cotben 
contributing writu 
JMU students concerned about 
increasing recycling at JMU have 
organized Recycling Awareness 
Week to make campus recycling 
a priority. 
"We want recycling to become 
more mainstream," junior Kim 
Doyle, corporate executive officer 
of the event, said.' "We want 
everyone, not just the activists, to 
recycle." 
Students in Health 458, Health 
Program Planning, in collabora-
tion with the Health Center, have 
spent two months planning the 
event, in response to a survey 
which indicated students are con-
cerned about the lack of recycling 
at]MU. 
According to class member 
Susanne Dobrick, a senior, a sec-
ond survey found one of the 
biggest barriers to recycling is 
tack of bins. 
Based on feedback from the 
second survey and JMU's not 
reaching the state-mandated 25 
percent total recycling last semes-
ter, Syre decided to focus the 
group's week-long program on 
recycling. 
After spending between $2,500 
and $3,(00 and enlisting the help 
see RECYCUNO page 11 
Your Waste 
been recycled. 
mug on the 
Greeks stress academic success as one motive to · 
by Kenneth GambiO 
........,. _ _.;;.;co;;.;..n;;;;.:tn~·buting writer 
JMU's Greek system is increas-
ing a t a faster rate than in previ-
ous years. · 
Greeks now make up 20 per-
cent of the student body com-
pared to 18 percent five years 
ago, according to senior Hal 
Dillon, president of Interfrater-
nity Council and a member of the 
Sigma Chi fraternity. 
Roughly 1,000 students rushed 
fraternities and sororities at JMU 
this year, junior Annie Lou 
Bailey, president of Pan- hellenic 
Council, said. Bailey is a member 
of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. 
Bailey said she believes the 
Greek growth will continue to 
rise because more people are 
showing interest in joining frater-
nities and sororities. 
"Everything current fraterni-
ties, sororities, Panhellenic and 
the Interfraternity Council are 
doing is pushing toward pro-
grams to make the Greek system 
excel," Bailey said. 
Bailey also thinks people rush 
more to improve their grades. 
Academics are a main priority for 
Greeks, she said. 
Greek women earned an aver-
---. 
ED DYEJtl stajfpltotoJropltu 
Greeke now ruke up 20 peteent of the student body. The number 
of frlltemltles hM Increased from 13 five years aco to 17 todlly. 
age grade point average of 3.16 
last faU compared to the average 
GPA of 3.00 for all JMU women, 
Bailey said. 1be average GPA of 
Greek men last faU was 2.81 com-
pared to the average GPA of 2.74 
for all JMU men. 
Freshman Melanie OeCost-
anzo, a member of the Zeta Tau 
Alpha soror,itv, thinks the Greek 
system w\Jl continue to rise 
because of the number of incom-
ing freshmen. "I think [the num-
ber of women rushing] wiU keep 
rising because [freshmen) enroll-
ment was so large," she said. 
About 75 percent of the girls 
who rushed here were freshmen. 
see GREEK page 11 
I 
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r--:==~~~~~, ••teh for detalls aod • Mateh 24. Match 2~, 1997 
(~pon~otad by ~T~ 46~ and_~~~~!~!!~-~~~_1!~-~~!~_t) 
sehedule of events 









FUN AND GAMES 
JMU SPIR I T DAY 
= •• 
fFieid.Festi~~i-on.Hanson Field i 
WEEK i3 -6 pm, featuring . 
MO~DAY. Match 24 !j in Mary Box Turtle, and Scarecrow Room i 
L ~ f~~~ -~~~-~s~. ~::.--~-_WI;.;--~ .r~u.ONa.a.aa:E~REC¥=··::.:.-·:.:.<:!ABlE:.:.··::.·::.··=-!~~ •• __ J 
···q~ TUESDAY. Match 25 to• c ... r.,_...• 
--- ft•e~l Dd• aafl lh 8•h 8otr 
I~:U • r:M oa 1 .. OoJD.-oa• 
{3o~ket6(J(( 1tJvrntJ/I'tenf tJt tl~ 'fi · ~ (J 1 "' 
WEDMESDAY, "The Environmental Impact of Recycllng•u 
plus a 
wltole lot more! = ·~ M tch 2 B featured speaker: VIncent Paige, Sr. from~· Alcyctlng 8 Highlands Room -3 pm 
If you would like to 
write for the News 
section of The Breeze, 
call Stacey, Kristen or 














Knowles of Alpha 
Kapp11 Lambda 
on being named 
Graduation Speaker 
for the class of 1997. 
R.OBfR TS A <I> PR.£SIDENT 
N~l N KA V ICE PR[ 
r '-X/l \SON KA SFCRFTARY 
SUPPORT OUR I FllO'-X/ 
GRU..._S AND VOTI:' THIS 
'-XICDNC SDA Yl VOTING 
WILL Bf HE:LD ON THE 
COMMONS (9 A.M.'7 P.M.) 
AND AT lAKESIDE 
(9 A .M .'.5 P .M.). 
l l 
Pollee Log ________ _ 
continued from /)lllfJe 3 
The subject stated he was S8Md at parties. 
The subject was transported to Rockir9lam 
Memorial Hospital and Uritled for obseMtion. 
Underage Consumption Of AlcohOl 
• A student was charged juciclaly with underage 
consoolption of alcohol on Bluestone Drive near 
P-klt 811:10 a.m. March 16. 
• Two students wert charged judicially with 
tnierage ~ of alcohol on the sidewalk 
near the Sigma Si~ Sigma sorority house at 
2:57a.m. March 16. 
The students reportecly were impaired but not 
intoxicated. 
Underage Poueulon of Alcohol 
N.J., and Michael J. N®. 18, of Port Jeffefson, 
N.Y., were arrested and charged With underage 
possession of alcohol for allegedly p4acing four 
cues of bottled beer into their book bags on 
Carrier 8otileYatd behind Weaver Hall at 10:30 
p.m. Manti 15. 
Franklin and Nolo reportedly stated an 
ll'lidentifled 21-year -old purchased the beer for 
them from the Neiglbof's Market on East Market 
Street. 
• Students Justin M. Robinson, 18, of Norfolk, 
and Patrick T. Ebertlardt, 19, of Virginia Beach, 
were arrested and charged with underage 
possession of alcohol on Carrier Boulevard near 
White Haft at 9:20p.m. March 17. 
Nuinber of drunk in public charges since Jan. 7: 
35 • Students Joshua J. Franklin, 18, of Morristown, 
Greek __________________ ~ 
continued from f)ll(le 9 
who rushed here were freshmen." 
Dillon said he joined Sigma Chi 
because he shared a lot of ideas and values 
with the members of that fraternity. 
"It's a brotherhood," he said. "1 don't 
think any single fraternity is the same at 
JMU." 
"1 don't think people rush just for the 
parties," Dillon said. "1 think people learn 
a lot from being in a fraternity." 
Senior Mike Dimatulac said being a . 
Greek member may help some people find 
employment. "1 think the Greek system is 
a good thing for your resu~ when you're 
looking for a job,,. he said. 
'When you graduate, you have connec-
tions for jobs through the Greek system.," 
he said. "That could be another reason 
why there were so many people rushing 
this year." 
According to Dillon, the number of 
What's going on 
men rushing fraternities has risen and he 
believes it will continue to increase. 
The total nwnber of men who rushed 
this spring was 228. Of the 228, 130 men 
received bids to pledge for their respective 
fraternities. Only 15 men turned down 
bids, he said. 
In five yeaJS, the number of JMU fra-
ternities has grown from 13 to 17, and is 
still increasing, Dillon said. 
The number of sororities hasn't grown 
since 1992- there are eight. But to illus-
trate the growth in sororities, Bailey said 
the number of female rushees has 
increased from 487 in 1992 to about 700 
this year. 
The quota for each sorority rush was 41 
women in 1992. It was 59 women last fall, 
she said. 
The quota for each sorority 's total 
number of members for this year is 120; it 
was 92 five years ago. 
OFF ~CE 
5 I F.: .'..>. •. 
1/4 lb. Hamburgers w/the works & French Fries: $2.99 
FREB Pool Games: 6:00-7:00 p.m. 
Laughing Song and Dance 
TUESDAY 
D.J. Oman ~/ _-, :. 
From Outer Space 
Cryred Tears 
The Sensational Sedamentreous 
are Back 
Divas Show w/D.J. Dancing 
S ATURDAY 
S UNDAY Alternative . 
Lifestyles Dancing 
aero a a 
The Barth. 
.. 
,. --11m BRE.EZE' Mo.n<&y. ~aid\ t4;1 ~7 . U -- -- .- • 
Sex ____________________________________________ _ 
continued from page 3 
have different values and different opin-
ions, and we have different experiences 
about anything and everything about sex, 
we have to set up guidelines to ensure 
safety among the participants," Wadley 
said. 
Wadley and Howard 's guidelines 
emphasized iespect, confidentiality and 
the acknowledgement of differences 
among audience members. 
1-UV and sexually transmitted diseases 
like herpes and chlamydia that do not 
have any immediate symptoms can run 
rampant through college campuses, 
Howard said. 
"What happens is, you don' t !<now you 
hav~ it, you have unprotected sex, and you 
pass the virus from one person to anoth-
er," Howard said. 
One s tudent who attended the work-
shop found it to be informative. " I think 
it's good that you get to discuss things," 
senior Nikk.i Yohe said. '1t's better than stt-
ting in a lecture.". 
The University Program Board, the 
psychology department, the Center for 
Multicultural Student Services and the 
Office of Affmnative Action sponsored the 
lecture. 
Recycling __________ ...;.._____ 
conrmued from P8Jtle 5 
Recycling Coordinator Phil Simmons, the 
group is ready to put on the event. Doyle 
said. The class raised the money through 
various fundrai9ers. 
•Recycling isn't the most fun issue," 
Doyle said. "We figured some large-scale 
marketing as well as fun activities wUI 
help us get our point across.,. 
In aadition to five major scheduled 
events, representatives of the class will be 
on the commons everyday from 10 a.m. to 
2p.m. 
Simmons hopes JMU and its students 
wiU place a greater importance on recy-
cling. 
"We are required [by the 
Commonwealth of Virginia] to recycle 25 
percent of our waste, but we are only get-
ting 11 percent of the [facilities manage-
ment] budget," Simmons said. 
" We are trying to wo rk to share 
resources with facilities management, such 










recycle 25 percent of the waste," Simmons 
said. 
Simmons noted that recycling is cheap-
er for the university because it decreases 
dumping costs for normaJ waste at land-
fills. 
"We are trying to change the mindset 
of the university to show that recycling is 
not only environmentally sound, but also 
economically sound," Simmons said. 
Doyle hopes the event will communi-
cate the point to the campus. 
"It is very ~sy to make a large differ-
ence when you re<.ycle"she SOlid. 
Tom Syre, associate professor of health 
sciences, teaches the class. His students 
either assess a camrus nl'ed or plan a pro-
gram related to health and wellness each 
semester 
Last spring, the Health 458 class con-
ducted a survey of the student body and 
discovered a large number of students 
were concerned about the lack of recychng 
at }MU. 
$5.00 Bu 




Ro1ling F'stltfnntnH' Center 
787 E. Market ~,._..,.... VA 22801 
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Tobacco battle still smoking 
A :rnall component of the toba~o industry change the course of litigation against the industry severed itself from the rest Thursday when by injured plaintiffs. t admitted smoking causes diseases such Upon the announcement, Liggett settled su1ts 
as cancer, nicotine is addictive and underage with 22 states and agreed it would. release secret 
smokers are targets of the industry, according to internal industry documents. In response, the four 
Friday's Washington Post. largest tobacco companies- Philip Morris USA, 
The surgeon general has made tne public aware R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Brown & Williams 
of the health risks of smoking for " Tobacco Corp. and Lorillard 
decades ~th WJtrning labels pre- It's impressive and Tobacco Co. - filed with a 
sent on e1garette packages, but the . l 1 ...... , h. Winston-Salem, N.C., court to 
company's actual confession is a eSsentza trtut t lS block the release of documents 
welcome c~a.nge of pace t~at company is willing to from companies other than 
hopefully will ulfluence other og- . Liggett, citing attorney-client priv-
arette '?anufactu~e~~ to take put money where zts ilege. They were successful. 
ap~ropnate. res~nsabll•ty for the mouth is _ a sacrzifice This could be construed as a 
ethics of thetr bus messes, whether . , , desperate attempt by major tobac-
they have been deceitful or not. that could save Izves. co industry players to keep busi-
However, Philip Morris USA, a ness dealings and intra-industry 
major tobacco company said the announcement decisions about tobacco marketing and consumer 
will not affect its own courtroom fight according targeting a secret. lt also makes them look shady 
to Thursdays Richmoud Times-Dispatcfr. and afraid of repercussions the release of the 
The announcement by Liggett Group Inc., mak- information could initiate. 
ers of Chesterfield, Eve, Lark and L&M cigarettes, . The RT-D reporte~ as part oj .its settlement, 
will have a serious effect on an industry already Liggett has agreed to mclude warrung labels on its 
plagued by hundreds of court cases from smo).<ers packages of cigarettes saying nicotine is addictive. 
and non-smokers who claim poor health due to It will also devote 25 percent of its profit, before 
cigarette smoking or second-hand smoke. taxes, to compensate states for smokers' medical 
Arizona Attorney General Grant Woods said, "I care costs over the next 25 years. 
betieve this is the beginning of the end of this con- Liggett has set an example other tobacco com-
spiracy of lies and deception. Someone is finally panies must consider. It's impressive and essential 
telling ~he truth." that this company is willing to put money where 
Liggett sells less than 2 percent of cigarettes its mouth is - a sacrifice that could save lives. 
sold in the United States, according to the RT-D, -- - --
but by blowing the lid off the tobacco industry's The lwuse editorial reflects the opinion of the editori-
can of denial about the moral conduct of its busi- al board, which consrsts of the editor, mauaging edi-
ness operations, it has created a chasm that could tor and tht opinion editors. 
kttri11Q thr Nltlll ~luld I'C: n(lmorc than 500 wmds. c,,[umn$Jht••IJ I'C no mmr 
rhan 800 Wtl(d .lliul ~h Will be rubhshcJ on a ~paa: availaHe bas•• lllty must re 
deh~red hl Tht Br~~ by nO. 'Ill Tuesday m S p m Fnd;~y 
1M BrtW l'e$ei'\'CS rht- nght tf• Nil ( lr clanry and 'PCI(c 
~ (lptnlom tn this sc.:tiiJf\ do not nccessauly rrll«t the arlnkl!l d rhc nrWl'r;tptr, 
thin taff. '"')ames Mad1son Umvr~llf 
Dan ... 
An "1-want-my-mail" dart to JMU Postal Services 
for returning all of my mail to senders although I am 
an on-campus resident and have been here all 
semester! 
Sent in by a swdent who loves getting mail and 
was devastated when she didn 'r receive even campus 
fliers. 
A "way-to-go" paL to the women's softball team 
for winnmg both games in a doubleheader against 
Loyola University last weekend. 
'Se111 in by a player who thinks JMU sports ctub 
teams need recognition for their hard work and 
accomplishments. 
Dan ... 
. A "stop-the-racism" dan to UPB for sponsoring a 
speech by Sister Souljah, who has shbwn through her 
music she is intolerant of other races. 
Sent in bv a swdem who thinks JMU is better off 
-without speakers with imo/era11t attitudes. 
Pat ... 
An "excellent-job" pat to the Pi Kappa Phi and 
Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternities for the~i!r,.;..,.;._  _.__; 
community service projects for the Harrisonburg 
Parks and Recreatton Department. 
Sem 111 bl' a Harrisonburg Rureation employee 
who lua lesr to uorry about because of all their help. 
Dan.~. 
A "could-you-be-more-disrespectful?'' dan to the 
people who left my apartment a wreck after the party 
I had Saturday night. 
Sellf in by ~omeone who thinks having a party 
doesn I give llii\'Oile the right to trash his place. 
Pat ... 
A "thanks-for-all-your hard-work" pat to the 
incredible women at the Women's Resource Center. 
The month of event~ you planned around Women's 
Celebration Month have been inspiring. 
Congratulations on a successful year. 
Sent in by ynur friends at FYI who su how much 
'' ork you do to further the cause for .,·omen ar JMU. 
I I< I I L t ~ ~ T ( ' I' II L !· I > I I ( ll ~ 
· SCM ... lilliE .... c.ndldllte llddl IIIII 
'I lUll, .,.. studlllts,. .. nil 
, ...... r: 
My nmne is Tony Mad8en, and I am a 199'/ Student 
Government Allodation presidfmtial candidate. I am 
~ in order to inforin the campus ot thilsoU I have 
in mind far JMU next year after I aecure the position ol 
&;A pi!lilldaL 
Recmtly, SGA has gotten a bad rap for not paying 
at~dim to ~ the student, because it may be pjliwi.ly 
aJI'U.med with inlemaJ issues. Many times I have seen 
SGA JettinB ils proceas inhibit What should be pugaew for 
you. the lludent body. The pnJia:ts I t.w in mind for next 
ytW' Willlllop this problem and mab ban OYeraD better 
Mlditlan. 
My ftnt Cl1I1(Bil deals with the IICqUisition oi betB 
Ulhtina on the JMU campus. As a resident advisor in 
W.ylllil Baa 11W1f t.w mme to me with the c.'OI'allt 
" they feel urate m caJnP'8 and more ~ is peetly 
needed in certain llftM. Specific areas indude the spec2 
1 between the I abside ArM buiklinp and Godwin HaD 
and the a!ptids oi property betweeJa and around M8ury 
and Moody hllk arid Vane Houl!le. After speUing with 
James Auckland, dim:tor of facilities management, I 
found ... pmject. indeed ' iHe. 
Semndly, ~ of .. have suffered the cmsequenca 
oi widltttv1dJ~na-.,.n.iin--s from a c:t.. after the ~/add ~ 
od M1 F•l!!cl Thele neptive effects · a "w m 
your baa:dpl and a $10 fil!!e for the leiVice. Since there is 
no di&aaa between l'eO!iving a ·w- ciUring the 8eiXInd 
week oi ct.. and one~ the middle ol the eeaw:ak:, 
JdtiiiW aa.-.,en and~ programs ~ee th8 as an 
incliatim the student c:ouJd not handle the cta.lnd was 
00 the WI'F ol faihft. 
More oltll!!n than not, this is not the case because many 
students Withdraw during the first two weeks of class. 
Beca\a this matter is so iDapc:J!tant to~ direct futures 
after mlleJ,e, the policy can stand to be changed. I have 
talked With Assistant Registrar Michele White about the 
ida She '"81 *d l submit a written propcal along with 
surwy aaulls indkating to the aJIIUI1itlee in charp ollhe 
policy that a a•folity o1 students Wll1t a cfwlse. 
Next, I feel n!C)"Cling is extremely important oo cam-
pus. I have been in contact with Phil Si.nunms, )MU's 
recydil1s WOidir•IIOr, and he is pleased with my gad ol 
~ n!C)"Cling bim in ~dasstooms. He infc:au.ed me 
JMU is under per in the area ol n!C)'ding because we cur-
rently recycle leas than the Commmwealth of Vilginia 
mandates for college and universities. There is a strong 
possibility that after resources are shifted toward this 
cause and away from garbage removal. JMU will be able 
to spend ~ m prc;ects such as recycling. 
finally, there is student coro:ut about parking. After 
speaking with some administrators earlier this year about 
the prcA*m. I can safely Wf there has been serious talk 
about anmucting a par1cing deck m campus. Also, in the 
near future, there are plans to expand parldng lot capabili-
ties by reevaluating the use oi existing areas. In other 
wards, JMU could repaint parking space lines in order to 
aeate IJIOI'e spaces using the same land area. 
As SGA ptesident. I feel I could COiliUlWlicate your stu-
dent opinim effedively oo aD of these matters. I hope this 
Jetter has made you more aware of some of my plans 
which will go inlo action if you cast your vote for a proven 
leedel'. Remember this Wednesday to vote Madsen for 
OP/ED 
Madison for SGA president Polling is on the Commons 
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., and voting is at the l..akeside Area 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Your future at JMU is in your hands. 
Feel free to contact me with your ideas and concerns at 
x5148 or madsenajOjmu.edu. 
Student expresses support for 
Roberts, Sorensen for SGA offices 
ToU..._. 
Each spring the student·body has the opportunity to 
elect its Student Government Association officers. I would 
like to take a few moments to exp~ess my support for two 
candidates wtnn I believe are the most qualliied. 
April Roberts PCJ6SCS9 es the characteristics needed fOr a 
~:tUdent Ieeder: Roberts has served as SGA vice 
· t and wants to further her involvement by being 
the next P.residertt. As seen by the variety of Roberts's 
activities, Sliibeiiews strongty in ~g a diversity of 
coDege activities. Roberts also has lhe experience neces-
sary to hold the SGA president's job. This position 
requires knowledge of the inllemal workings of SGA as 
well as an undenlandins ol how jMU works as a wide. 
Roberts is weD qualified for this large responsibility 
~ oiher SliC«J'M as the current SGA vice president 
Andy Son!nlen has eerved as SGA treuwer for the 
pMt year and now is running for.tbe position oi vice presi-
dent Sorenaen's expeience as trasurer has proven his 
ability k) WC]1k with SGA and to handle the large itifM&-
bility that~ this pceition. Soaea:n's character 
and maturity make him the most~ candidate foe the 
vice ptesident's position. I t.w known Soreasen for three 
yean and have yet to meet anyone ehe who believes so 
sbutgly in furthering the )MU CXJ111111U11ity. It is the c:.unbi-
natim olSole.en's experience and sboog personality 
that wiD make him a pKX:ealful SGA vice president 
I enc:ourap eiCh ol you to take a few.moments to vote 
for SGA officers Wednesday. By lookin~~each candi-
date's credentials, you wiD ~ee April and Andy 
Sorensen an the most qualified candidates for their 
--~-trrlve politions. I have daen to support these indi-=h bec:aule ol their strong expeielaoe and the success 
they have had in their CW'I'l!l\t pa!1itioos. I hope you, too, 
will choose to support Roberts and Sorensen with your 
voee. 
Colum.Wt makes valid, lnsllhtful 
........- c:oncerniiW Ebonies debate , ......... 
<luis Caner deserves congratulation for the acuity of 
his insights and the strength of his c:onclusims regarding 
Ebonies (Tht Brnu, March 13). It is indeed racist to 
assume that Ebonies is a ""black .. language. Languages 
derive from shared cultural experience and not from the 
accidents of an individual's genetic history. I think it is 
also a fmm of cmcealed racism, a capitulation to the worst 
kind of intellectual cowardice, not to declare flatly that 
Ebonies is a degenerate language. To sponsor it is to spon-
sor the continued cultural deprivation of its speakers. 
Recall that severe punish.ment befeD slaves who attempted 
to beco1ne lillerate-one way to keep a persm in bondage 
is to preclude them &om learning the master's language. 
I found Mr. Carter's argument peiSUISive and refresh-
ing, He does all of us a service in disengaging the problem 
with Ebonies from the question of racism. If we might 
oomfortably accept that many African-Americans are peo-
ple who are incapable of Jea.ming standard English, we 
ooWd also blithely ignore a general degradation of English 
and our ability to cmu:nunicate our designs for a more just 
society than~ one we now inhabit 
I·' I , I , . • ( ' 
Monday, March 24, 1997 IS 
Most categories and classes of people- the young in 
particular - have been alienated from the power that 
derives from linguistic pro6ciency and speak some form 
of "Moronics" most of the time. And that is a cultural, not 
a racial, fact of life. Exiles in a verbal wasteland, how can 
we frame satisfactory understanding of our condition? 
Indeed, how can we ask ''Who is master, and how does it 
serve his intere$ts that we should be indifferent to our 
inarticulateness?" 
Thank you, Mr. Carter. 
MMl A.~ FKknltl 
ptciJ ·- of E.ICIIh 
Habitat for Humanity changing lives, 
more than just building houses 
To the elltor. 
I was deeply saddened last week when I saw a dart in 
Tht Brtrr..t to a group who had not fulfUJed its spring break 
commibnent to Habitat for Humanity.l have worked with 
Habitat since my freshman year and 1 finnly believe it is 
an organization that is hPlping to improve the world in 
which we Uve. Many peopk oftel ask me what Habitat is 
and what it does. The simple ~l it is a group 
dedicated to eliminating poverty housing worldwide. 
Habitat provides interest-free loans and volunteer con-
struction workers for families who prove they are commit-
ted to improving their lives, but Habitat means much 
more. It changes people's lives and touches people's 
hearts. 
After seeing the dart in the March 17 issue of Tht 
8rrtU, I thought that now might be the time to properly 
respond to all those people who wanted to lcnow why it is 
that I am a part of Habitat for Humanity. And so, for all 
the people who are interested in Habitat, this is what 
Habitat means to me. 
Habitat for Humanity is doing and not saying. It is a 
dream becoming a reality. It is the hope for a better world 
and the courage to make it happer.. Started by a true 
visionary, it has grown because of true belJevers. It has 
brought a second chance at life to millions and the under-
standing that people really do care. 
Habitat for Humanity is building its first house for a 
family named Brown and aying the day they moved in. It 
is not only the wall:', the roof, the insulatioo and the paint. 
it is knowing that where we labored, a family will eat din-
ner at 6 p.m., do homework in front of the television, mark 
growth lines on the wall and tuck kids in at night On that 
spot stands a home where children will grow, holidays 
will be celebrated and love will £loU.riSK 
Habitat for Humanity is spring breaks in Homestead, 
Florida. It is seeing the devastation that nature can do to 
houseS and to the souls of the people who Uve in them It 
is listening to people's amazing hurricane stories and 
knowing that was mote of a gift than rebuilding their 
homes. Habitat is developing some of the greatest friend-
ships I will ever have and knowing they are based on 
something real It is loog days oo the work site with sore 
muscles and blistered hands. It is the sparkle in the new 
home owners eyes when the roof goes up. It is the weeks 
and sometimes months of construction, the volunteers 
that seem to come from everywhere and the faith that this 
makes a difference. 
Habitat for Humanity is all of these things. It is hope, 
friendship, love, dedication and action. No one who is 
touched by Habitat can ever be the same. No one can wit-
ness the Jove and hard work that goes into every nail and 
feel the world in lost It gives everyone hope to know that 
people do care and that together we cat\ lace the issue of 
poverty housing and defeat it 
Habitat will one day reach its goal. It will take a long 
time and a great deal of work, but along the way millions 
of people's lives will be changed and the world will end 
up a much better place. ............. ...... ......, 
'I 
TIC ETS STILL AVAILABLE 




t the door 
Call with questions x6217 
I I 
H i ll I AJIItl IIIUISi tf 
Tickets arc available at the following 
locations : 
Warren Hall Box Office 
Town and Campus Records 
Disc Jockey Music (Vallq Mall) 
Plan 9 (Harrisonburg and both 
Charlottesville locations) 
I 
-;1~':l'JIRBIJilE£2fi. ,,Mond31• Much , 1997 ··- ;-1 "' ' .. 
Spring break p&ckage not all promised 
'Take A Biealc Tours/VagabiiniL 1l>utS ..• gave us me absOlute minimum, most unsatisfactory compensation for our troubles. I 
Spring break 1997 was a great ti~ b many who we;"t aU over the waHd; including Aorida; Cancun, Meldc:O; 
the Balwnis and Jamaica. Unfortunately, 
for the majority who went through T~ A 
Break Tbun/Vagabond Tours, the trlp 
turned out to be a ~t hassle. 
I, like many others, worked hard last 
summer lnd OYt!l' Clvistmas break to have 
the once-in~ opportunity to ttavel 
to the ~. I was very excited about 
the one-w~ trip which was supposed to 
leave Feb. 28 and retUrn March 7 . The day 
of departure got md'ved to March 1 and 
once again ~ to March 2, after we 
had paid the full $620. This bothered me a 
little bit, for instead oi coming home on a 
Saturday, I woUld return home late on a 
Sunday and haVe no time to unpack and 
unwind. • 
However, I WM onlmt that I was still 
going and that finally, seven days before 
leaving, we had the tickets in our hands. 
TBr /Vf had told us everything was paid 
for and not to worry. On the Friday before 
we were to leave, we received notice that 
we were to pay a $20 gas fee! (I'm sony, 
but I did not .lnow this plane ride was a 
carpool in which I would have to chip in 
for gas). 
We did not understand this, but there 
was nothing we could do but pay it. 
Anyway, we got to the airport for the 
flight and experienced the fiJ'St of several 
delays for our 1:20 p.m. flight. The bottom 
till" is, the plane did not leave Ui\11110 a.m. To top thin~ off, the Federal Aviation 
We ended up haVing a 22-hour delay and Administration grounded AV Atlantic, the 
steeping on the floor at S.ltimore- airline that new us to the Bahamas, 
Washjngton International Airport. The according to a statement sent to us by 
fact htM/VT did not have a represen· TBT /VT dated March 7. The order was 
tative at the airport duriftg the delay to based on numerous findings, including 
infOrm us of anything upset us and made improperly trained flight attendants, lack-
UI feel like this whole bip was a scam. ing ~uired competency checks and cur-, 
Our compensation for the lost day in rent manuals, improperly performed or 
the Bahamas was $30 off a $79 "'Goldcard" deferred maintenance, maintenance dis-
that was to give us two booze cruises and crepancies improperly logged and incom-
get us into bars for plete and outdated or 
free. We had to pur-,_ ______ . -------. missing maintenance 
chase it on the spot to Guest Columnist and operations manu· 
get the discount, als or safety devices. 
which should have These are just a few of 
told me it was a -Drew Rodenberger the many reasons 
scam. Unfortunately, T8T /VT pointed out 
J bought it for $49 to us. 
and found out later that cover at the bars Even more shocking is that according 
was free before 11 p.m. and that taxi dri- to an article in the March 11 USA Today, 
vers give discount cards to get into bars for AV Atlantic was brought up on 33 differ-
$5 anyway. ent charg~ from the months N
1
ovember 
In order to get this discount, we had to through January (about the same time 
sign a release to free T8T /VT of any fur- TBr /VT sent out its fliers to colleges). 
ther action against them. I signed under a Some of the 33 charges meJltioned 
different name to get the discount and still include flying with a cradced wiridshield, 
pursue further action if possible. This was with a low supply of oil and with a radar 
tiardly a satisfactory compensation for the that did not work properly in thunder-
one lost day in the Bahamas and sleeping storms. Gas fee, huh? It seems like it was 
in an airport. more like a maintenance fee for a broken 
The last thing this company forgot to down plane. 
tell us about in the quoted price, 11$620 no TBl'/VT finally booked us on a flight 
more, no less," was that the hotel would home on Sunday at 6:30 p.m., after several 
charge us with a $2 per day energy charge members of our group of 25 already 
to stay there. booked separate fligh ts home, having to 
pay for a whole new ticket themselves. 
Half of the memberS left early because 
we were told on Saturday night that the 
earliest we would be leaving was on 
Monday at 8 p .m., and ma~y had 
midterms or jobs to attend to Monday and 
Tuesday. This complicated ri<tes home 
from the airport and was a terrible incon-
venience, especially for me, because my 
ride left earlier in the week. 
The bip itself was a great time though. 
I recommend the Bahamas as a great place 
for spring break travel However, I also 
recommend, or rather it'\Sist, that others 
interested in spring break travel next year 
book their plans through a legitimate trav-
el agency. There was a group from 
Richmond that did this and got a chaper 
pri<:e than we did. 
Take A Break Tours/ Vagabond Tours 
treated us with no respect or considerillk>n 
and gilVe us the absolute minim~ most 
unsatisfactory compensation foro trou-
bles. 
Apparently, this was not the fitst time 
this has happened. It should be t~e last 
and will be for tne. A l~tter similarJto this 
will go to the Better Business B~au to 
make sure this does not happen again to 
anyone else. I also encourage anyolle who 
dealt with this problem this year or in the 
past to do the same. Take a Break Tours/ 
Vagabond Tours was a joke. I 




l!Vhere 's ·everyone going? 
Ri!)ht- """'• ttrJ.~ -""Y 
t)Q' S"'tt"Y V<'1114e 1-\e~ -"to 
ik .. e,~ ~c. "''I.J. ,et-
"' ~ee flo\"~! P'14S H\e 
t>o44'o1e Ckeese'b"'"~ S"'f~ 
v~~ ke"" i.s ""v""il"''ole "'., "' 
s,ec:W tt'ce. 
·-----....... __ .... ( ............ ........._ ..... o c • ._ • ..,'" .... o c .. 
lS% discount w/ faculty or 9taffiD. 
(Not Valid on Specials) 
3/:26 thru 4/6 
Come see for yourself! . \ 
College Park- Ashby Crossing, L.L.G. 
1235 F Devon Lane • Open Monday - Saturday • 432-100~ 
\ 
' Luxury 4-bedroom apartments · 2 rull bathrooms · microwaves · \
icemakers · dishwashers · private bedrooms · washer/dryer · hot 
tub · pool : student services center · ceiling fans · lighted parking 
· basketball/volleyball/tennis courts · picnic area · professional 
management on-site · 24-hour emergency service· double beds 
weighVexercise room · designer furniture included · and morel 
·. 0 
18 Monday, March 24, 1997 THE BREEZE 
Hey you! 
Have you checked out .,....,., 
(http://breeze.jmu.edu) 
lately? We have made 
some changes arld want 
to know what you think. 
Send your compliments 




Hop on over to 
The Studio and inci.Aige 
all of ~our bod~ and 
hatr care needs. 
Experierce the talents 
of our internationally-
trained st!4llsts at our 




~aWza[ cHai'L ~ 




1117 'IZZA Ill TIW/1 ... 
NtJIIInllt 
TJI8IOE 
or call Terry (540) 740-4300 
• Plus tax. Per pel"''on ·ba.~ on double occupancy. 
· The most accurate film on the life and teachings of Christ. 
" Viewed by more than 850 million peOple. 
. 
' , 
Thursday March 27th 7 & 9:30pm Grafton Stovall Theatre 
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ 
·-· ------- ·~ - - -~- -
FOCUS ON 




make big difference 
iit JMU community 
by Julian Walker 
contributing writer 
----
Most JMU students are probably famil· 
iar with names like Sigma Pi, Zeta Tau 
Alpha and aU of the other social fraterni· 
ties that reside on Greek Row and in off-
campus houses. However, many students 
are unaware there IS another group of 
Gre~k organizations that are an active, 
vital part of the community and go virtual-
ly unnoticed. 
These organizations are usually unrec-
ognized, accordmg to senior William A. 
Jones Jr., president of Alpha PM Alpha fra-
ternity because "members of our organiza-
tions account for less than 2 percent of the 
entire JMU population. The combination 
of all of us (every African-American Greek 
organization at JMU] is only about 60 peo-
ple." There are eight Greek letter organiza· 
tions on campus. They are the historically 
African-American Greek Lettered 
Organizations. Worldwide there are nine 
such organizations; eight are represented 
by chapters at JMU. 
The fraternities include: Alpha Phi 
Alpha fraternity, Inc., Kappa Alpha Psi fra-
ternity, lnc., Omega Psi Phi fraternity, Inc., 
and Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, Jnc. The 
sororities are: Alpha I<appa Alpha sorori-
ty, Inc., Delta Sigma Theta sorority, Inc., 
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority, Inc. and Zeta 
Phi Beta sorority, lnc. 
Iota Phi Theta fraternity, Inc. is the only 
AAGLO not chartered at JMU. 
Unlike the fratemlties on Greek Row, 
which are social organi~ations, all of the 
AAGLO are community service oriented, 
founded in and based on community ser-
vice. 
"Our focus is on service, unity and 
becoming of one mind," senior Akiba Byrd, 
president of <1>81:, said. 
Jones said, '1 just fee~ that the one thing 
that separates us from white fraternities is 
our roots in service, which is a part of our 
charte; the majority of frate rnities are 
social." 
AAGLO members participate in service 
projects on a daily and weekly basis. 
"We do community service every week," 
senior LaTanya Johnson, president of ~ 
said,:'including projects such as: Skyline 
Literacy (teaching people to read); and 
adopt a grandmother at the Oakley 
Nursing Home." 
Senior Jasmine Tyler, president of IfP 
said, "We were founded to better our com· 
munity. We work with all types of charita-
ble organizations, Habitat" (or Humanity 
and the March of Dimes." 
Some members are frustrated at the 
amount of publicity social fraternities get 
for doing one or two annual service pro-
jects while they toil in obscurity year 
round. 
~~Social fraternities do one service pro-
ject and get publicity. We bust our asses all 
year and don't get much recognition," 
Jones said. 
Tyler said, ''We don' t always need to be 
glorified. We don't have just one token ser· 
vice project in a year. We don't concentrate 
on one; it could be somethmg manor or b1g. 
Service is service on any scale." 
Johnson said, 'We don't have the man· 
power to do community service projects 
every week and advertise them because 
we don't have large membership numbers, 
so we just do service, it isn' t necessary to 
tell people." 
PHOTO COURTESY Of AKJ8i\ 8\"RO 
The men of Phi Beta Sigma and the ladies of Zeta Phi Beta enjoy a day together. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF LATONIA ANDF.RSON 
The Alpha's Md the AkA'• pose at the AFA cabaret, all proceeds went to charity. 
The dMCe w• held earlier thla aemeater to promote unity and ~ommunlty service. 
Other factors that set these organiza· 
tions apart from social groups are the 
recruiting and operating practices. Most 
students are familiar with te rms like 
rush, pledging and "hell week." These 
tenns are not applicable to any AAGLO. 
PJedging can be loosely compared to 
what is called being "on-line" o r a 
"process." When the "process" is com· 
plete, a "probate" is held where the new 
members "cross." At this event a small 
step show is held by the new members 
before they are introduced to the yard 
(another word for campus or commum-
ty). 
"Stepping goes back to Africa, when 
they 1rutiated somebody, that's how they 
came out," senior Sophia Jordan, presi-
dent of :m>B, said. 
One of the first things AAGLO mem-
bers are associated with are stepping and 
s tep shows. However, s tep shows a re 
not the only contributions these organi· 
zations""Tnake to the community. These 
displays have deeper meanings than 
their outward, superficial appearance. 
"One of the main things with step· 
pmg is to get primal, to the roots,"Tyler 
said. "We come together as one unified 
collaborahon. It's more than just enter· 
tainment for students, it's for us and our 
organizations." 
lGa Painte r, a senior Z<I>B member 
said, "Stepping captures the spirit of the 
organization and the founding princi-
ples. It is a celebration of unity for all " 
Sekenia Welch, a junior A<I>A member 
said, "Our steps stem from celebra tions 
in Africa, particularly West Africa.'' 
"Stepping is a celebration of our orga· 
n~tion, it's not a show put on to please 
people, it's to please us. We are happy to 
perform for people, but its main purpose 
is to uplift our organization. It's a pride 
thing. A real good step IS not about try· 
ing to downplay another organi7ation, it 
just says, 'Our organization is the 
bomb." B}rd said, "You w<.m't St>e any· · 
thing that is more expre-.!>ive or intense 
on this campus." 
AAGLO try to make community ser-
vice a focus in all activities they partici· 
pale in. 
"We donated all the prize money we 
won from the step show to the charity of 
o ur choice, as all organizations who win 
do," Beverly Taylor, a junior Llr9 member 
<;ald. 
J listory ts an important element to all 
AAGLO members and it manifests itself 
1n severctl form!'. Most Clf the pnnciples 
these organazations run em have been in 
place since the inception of the organiza· 
tion. 
"Our organiz.:ttions are grounded in 
history," Byrd said . "They were founded 
by young black students who were look-
ing for interaction and groups to belong 
to and define themselves." 
Scholarship is one of the e lements 
given priority. A minimum grade-point 
average of 2.5 is mandatory nationally for 
all AAGLO members. This requirement 
limits many students from participating 
in these organizations, but most members 
agree with the set standards. 
" I think it's good to have a GPA 
requirement," Chuck Grimsley, a junior 
0'¥<1> member said. 
Welch said, "Scholarship is one of our 
principles and it's the reason we are all 
here !at JMU) for. There wouldn' t be 
Alpha's without scholarship. Our chapter 
has a 2..9 CPA." 
Many students who are interested are 
hindered by the GP A standard. 
"You wouldn't believe how many peo-
ple are interested, but don't ha\ e the 
grades," Jordan said. 
Although all AAGLO members under· 
stand tht> importance of academic!>, some 
feel the problem lies elsewhere. 
'1 don't think we need to worry about 
GPA!; as much as we need to focus on giv-
ing guidancl' to the new k1ds that comt? to 
JMU e\ery year,'' Geoff Crawford, c;enior 
KA'Y pres1dent c;aid "We need to mJke 
..,ure the} art.> on the right track." 
see SERVICE page 19 
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~I -f- E\cl)n B)rd A\ c. IBchmd Valle) Mall) 
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Premiere Ring Sale 
Save· Up to $40 
March 19 - 21 (Wed. - Fri.) 
March 24 - 25 (Mon. - Tues.) 
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Post Office Lobby 
Warren Hall 
PIIOI'O cot1TRTESY or JASMINE TYLER 
Tbe women of Sl&ma GM1'11118 Rho ftah ami._ • they dleplay their eororltlee...,. with pride. 
Service 
continued from page 17 
Another principle AAGLO members stress is 
secrecy. Many aspects of each organization are 
held in the highest regard and only known to 
members of the organization. 
"There are certain things that go on in an orga-
nization that can't be said or known If your not a 
member of that organization," Taylor said. 
Painter said, "Secrecy is a very important part 
of our process." Many student AAGLO members 
encourage Inquiries from students about their 
organizations or any other group people have 
interest in, but they do stress discretion. 
"We have our own web site on the Internet 
where interested students can find out information 
about us The address is:http:/ /www.mnsinc. 
com/daimonc/ivylane.html," ShanniJa Shah. a 
senior AKA member said.''We are the only 9lack 
Greek organization on campus that has our own 
Website.'' 
Jordan said, ''I encourage people to be discreet, 
they should find one person who they feel com-
fortable with and talk to them on a one on one 
basis." 
Senior Michelle johnson, AKA president said, 
''I hope people will ask questions. We wiU inform 
you. We are approachable." 
Two things that stand out about these organi-
zations are the lifetime commitment and the 
extreme love individual members have for their 
organizations. 
"]am a Zeta for1ife," Jordan said. "I can go to 
another school and never have seen a girl before in 
my life and when she sees my letters and I see hers 
we embrace in a hug and it's the beginning of a 
friendship." 
Many families carry the legacy of their organi-
zation membership from one generation to the 
next. 
Grimsley said, "There is definitely a big time 
benefit from lifetime membership, my father is 
my frat brother and he pledged 30 years ago." 
Meeshalana Parham, A sophomore AKA mem-
ber said,"' have family members who are AKA's 
who were positive role models for me and encour-
aged me to achieve." 
Intense organizational pride is prevalent 
among most AAGLO members. 
"It's such an emotional thing; learning about 
your organization," [.atonia Anderson, a senior 
AKA member said. 
Tyler said, "lt's such a beautiful, wonderful 
thing. Somebmes it's hke a child and sometimes 
it's like a parent. I can't put it into words, I just 
love it." 
Crawford has strong feelings about his organi-
zation and all Greek organizatioru,. "Greek organi-
zations are a very positive thing and pleasant 
experience I hope collectively everyone can get 
together because we a~ aU black people. We have 
eight different methods but we are all striving for 
the same goal 
"We need to understand that incorporated 
means that we are businesses. We are leaders and 
have a responsibility towards this campus." 
I,HOTO (."OliRTES'\' 01 \1.1.1'. '\ f'F:\l'\ 
The members of Kappa Alpha Psi take time to chili after a ~ng day. They know how to relax In style. 
lndlini University 
'0'11 ... __ ..,. Ocllc~Mr 15, 1Cl88 
O.IPIIr.:t-lha LlllniN:Ia.. 6 membels 
• 
Svnllhnll· ~up •o~tsign" 
.Prirldphs. To~ a group perSOnality unique in the annals of 
coiJege Greek letter ~tions aroUnd the ideas of 
achievement 
Clarities: Salvation Army (weekly) 
Sororities 
Alpha ICappa Alpha, II AJ(Aa,. 
Colors: salmon pink and apple green 
Founded: ,January 15, lU~ Howard University, Washington, D.C. 
CbarteRd atJMU: ~ 12. 1978 
Chapter. Lambda Chi, 10 mernrers 
Symbol: pink tea rose and Ivy (the organ of the organization) 
Charities: Oakley Nursing Home (adopt a grandmother}, 
Assodation for Retarded Citizens and Patchwork Pantry 
Delta Si~ Theta, "'Deltas" 
cofors: crimson and creme 
Founded= january 13, 1913, Howard University, Washington, D.C. 
Chartered at JMU: December 1 1, 1971 
Chapter: Iota Alpha, 11 current members 
Symbol: elephant 
P.rinciples: service, sdiolarship and sisterhood 
Charities: Skyline Literacy Program, Adopt a Highway and a 
monthly public forum ml>eting open to aU JMU students to 
discuss current issues 
Zeta Phi Beta: NZetas" 
Colors: rpyal blue and pure white 
Founded: January 16, 1920, Howard University, Washington, D.C. 
Olartered at JMU: March 1986 
Chapter:. TI\eta Nu, 6 cu[l"(!J'lt members 
Symbol: cat and dove 
Charities: Bone Marrow Drive and Oper.1tion Snl'aker 
Sigm~ Goamma R.ho,"SGRhos" 
Colors: royal blue and old gold 
Founded: November 12, 1922, Butler University, lndtanapolis 
Chartered atjMU: D«ember29, 1989, 2amcnt members 
Chapter. l.amtxla lot..1 
Symbol: yellow tea roseandfrt>nch poodle 
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Melodrama, mayhem 
and award's history 
by Ryan Learmouth 
contributing writt!r 
When the first annual Academy 
Awards were announced in 1927, 
movies were o nly beginning to 
talk Just as the film industry has 
changed since those days, so have 
the Academy Awards. Loved by 
some and despised by othezs, not 
many can deny that they have 
become an institution. 
A powerful testimony to the 
prommcnc(' of the awards can be 
dra'r\'n from the fact that they have 
only been postponed three times in 
nearly 70 years. The first time, in 
1938, was due to the horrendous 
floods that nearly washed away 
Los Angeles. In 1968, the awards 
were postponed two days out of 
respect for the recently assassinat-
ed Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., 
whose funeral was the same day. 
The third, and last time, was 
has been the size of the base on 
which he stands; it used to be larg-
er. 
One thing has changed over the 
yea rs, however. An adjustment 
was made in what the people pre-
senting the awards say upon 
announcing the winners of each 
ca tegory. In 1988, for the 61st 
Annual Academy Awards, a 
switch was made from, "And the 
winner is . . " to, "And the Oscar 
goes to .. " Supposedly, this was 
done because having winners 
meant that everyone else ended up 
as losers. or course, anyone who 
has ever seen an interview with a 
nominee who hasn' t received an 
Oscar knows "there really are no 
losers", and " it's an honor JUSt to 
be nominated." 
The Oscars have certainly had 
its 
another." Four years later Dustin 
Hoffman, nominated for his work 
in "Lenny," announced before the 
ceremonies that he felt the awards 
were "ugly" and "grotesque" and 
suggested the entire affair was lit-
tle more than a beauty pageant, 
according to the People's Almanac. 
No one has ever denied the 
Academy Aw_rds help the film 
industry. The coverage the s tars 
receive and the hoopla surround-
ing the ceremonies draw attcnbon 
and money to big Hollywood stu-
dios. 
There is much debate, however, 
pertaining to whether the Oscars 
help film in its expressive develop-
ment. Some a rgue that the 
Academy rightfully honors the 
films that have achieved a higher 
level of technical and cinematic 
excellence. Others fee l the 
OSCM FUN FACiS 
awards assist in the rich 
getting richer, hon-
in 1981, when the cere-
monies were set back 
24 hours due to the 
attempt on 
President Ronald 
Reagan 's life. The 
Academy Awards 
have never been can-
celed. 




well at the 
' box office. 
- In 1988 people presenting Oscars were instructed 
to switch from "And the winner is ... " to "And the 
Oscar goes to ... " This 
year's crop 
of best picture 
hopefuls seems 
to support those 
- More than 2, 150 Oscars have been awarded 
since 1927. 
The first fonnal presenta-
tion of the awards took place at a 
banquet on May 16, 1929, and the 
winners were known beforehand. 
It wasn' t until 1941 that the 
Academy adapted the now-
famous sealed envelope system. 
Over several decades, the number 
of Oscar statuettes has grown from 
seven to more than 2,150. 
As early as 1930, the Academy 
Awards experienced its first taste 
of media coverage. That year, a 
Los Angeles-based radio station 
did a live, one-hour broadcast of 
the awards. Twenty-three years 
later, on March 19, 1953, they were 
televised for the first time. 
NBC-1V provided coverage of 
the 25th Annual Academy 
Awards, and a national audience 
watched Bob Hope as the master 
of ceremonies. The awards made 
the jump to color broadcasting in 
1966. 
Since the very beginning, the 
Academy has been handing out 
the same imitation gold statuettes 
of Oscar. The only change to date 
share of 
memorable moments. In 1941, 
Orson Welles made history as the 
only person ever to be nominated 
for best producer, director, actor 
and screenwriter for his movie 
"Citizen Kane." In 1972, Marlon 
Brando turned down his Oscar for 
"The Godfather" because he felt 
Native Americans didn't get a fair 
shake m film. He had a young star-
let calling herself Sacheen 
Littlefeather refuse his statue for 
him. A year later, the awards wit-
nessed its first and only streaker as 
a fan, who had gained backstage 
access, ran behind David Niven as 
he spoke on-stage,}. 
There are several occasions 
when controversy and the Oscars 
collided. Actors, on occasion, have 
publicly cnticized the Oscars for 
hurting film. In 1970, George C. 
Scott, winning an Oscar fo r 
"Patton," said he didn't want hts 
award because it was "degrading.e. 
for actors to compete agamst one 
who feel it isn't only the 
hyped-up, big money pictures that 
get recognition. Yes, "jerry 
Maguire" and "The English 
Patient" are both large budget ven-
tures. On the other hand, indepen-
dently released "Shine", "Secrets 
and Lies" and "Fargo" didn't clean 
up at the box office (a lthough 
"Fargo" did surprisingly well), but 
s till managed to receive nomtna· 
tions. 
Many feel smaller films are 
beginning to receive more atten-
tion due to film fes~vals like the 
Sundance. By bringing unknown 
actors and directors into the spot-
light, these festivals present fresh, 
new talent to studios. 
Charles Turner, professor of 
media arts and design supports 
· this opinion. "What I believe we 
are seeing 15 the aftermath of the 
rising popularity of the small film. 
Hollywood has realized that these 
ftlms can make money, and there-
fore has finally begun to give th5m 







ILLUSTRATION BY SCO'IT TROBAUGH P 
Are award festivit ie 
Commentary by Chris Klimek opportunity to reward conser-
St!nior wnter vatism and mediocrity with a few "' ounces of gold-plated tin and all 51 A'k any serious moviegoer the free booze Mel and Demi can f( 
and they'll tell you the swallow. fi 
Oscars don't mean jack. This year's impressive crop of C' 
Unless, of course, you mean jack independently-produced Best t\ 
Valenti, the president of the Picture nominees aside, political hl 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts correctness, star power and at least rr 
and Sciences. He and 5,234 other modest commercial success, may 
voting members of the most self- usually be relied upon to carry the Ia 
aggrandizing organiza tion in day - er, night. Oscar doesn' t like tit 
America get to choose who wins ambiguity any more than makers OJ 
the awards, regardless of whether of ''Independence Day." Why else Y' 
or not they've seen all- or any - anoint a philosophically repugnant vi 
of the nominated films. The result? crowd pleaser like "Gump" - a 
" Terms of Endearment," Best film that champions mindless, Pi 
Picture for 1983 "Driving Miss unquestioning subservience to " I 
Daisy," Best Picture, 1989. "Forrest authority, no matter how much Si 
Gump," Best Picture, 1994. authority exploits and betrays poor "l 
Hogwash! Poppycock! And Forrest - over a stylisbcaUy daz- "I 
Flobbedy-floo! Not content with a zling, well-acted crime film like H 
mere 364 nights a year to reward "Pulp Fiction?" Or an equally well- lx 
conservatism and mediocnty m acted morality play like "Qutz ly 
the form of box-office grosses, Show?" Things that make you go er 
Oscar night is the academy's hmm ... U! 
---
PHOTO COURTESY OF NEW LINE CINEMA 
Snubbed? 
'National I.MIIPOOft'l Senior Trip,' .. Its predeciiiOfS, r.lled to earner a 
nomination for ... picture. Delplte. cat of kMible ......... the 
1995 release .., lllcked the artistic acdlllm that often comee with a 
i poor commercial showlnl. 
~es worth the fuss?-
·r- Last year's nominees and win-
ners provide no more satisfaction. 
Jll Sure, "Braveheart" was a thrilling, 
m romantic, "historical" adventure 
film but Best Picture? For a stany-
of eyed biopic about a guy with bad 
st hair extensions, who bashes one of 
al his traitorous allies' head in with a 
1St mace? 
sy The big "Braveheart" victory 
1e last year raises an interesting ques-
re tion: Why is the academy, so often 
rs opposed to controversy in recent 
se years, so accepting of unusuaUy 
nt violent films? 
a Check out the list of Best 
s, Picture winners so far this decade: 
to "Dances with Wolves," "The 
:h Si lence of the Lambs,'' 
)r "Unforgiven," "Schindler's List," 
z- "Forrest Gump," " Bravebeart." 
~e Half of them are superior films, to 
U- be sure. Two of them are apparent-
iz ly about animals. All but "Gump" 
;o end m a river of blood. (Many of 
us wish "Gump" had ended in a 
river of Forrest's blood, when his 
near-ecclesiastical belief in the 
divine goodness of the universe is 
shattered as he is run over by an 
18-wheeler bearing the infamous 
"Shit Happens" bumper sticker, 
while trying to cross the street to 
share his box of chocolates. "Run, 
Forrest, run! Faster! Oops!'') 
On the other hand, perhaps we 
can allleam from Forresl 
In a year when the most suc-
cessful three movies were '104," 
(not nearly as scary or foreboding 
a title as "1021 "), "Mission: 
Impossible" (a documentary about 
JMU's efforts to become a Division 
I football school) and "Twister'' (a 
spinoff of the popular party game}, 
the academy has nominated five 
movies that actually deserve the 
nomination. We remain skeptical, 
however. Once Tom Cruise takes 
home his Oscar for "Jerry 
Maguire," that "show me tht> 
money" line will never go away. 
• 
WIN 
lb!l mean the facE m film may be~? With a l'llh of big-bud~ emmr-headed ~ oo 
the way tNs summer such • a~ arid the~ lnstalbnents of the "BBtmann and Alien" 
mw le ... it is doubtful. And ~ filmiDikers ~ rarely reap box«fia! gold (this 
•• .moi!lt 1Aiflw6ll irdependenlly rele •e :1 &lin, 'The~Patient, ' has to dale ranked a mOdest $55 
inUUOn), ~re oeftlinly not png away. ~ if the rising hdeiest in independent~ is D.'. ~ewnHanisan6urg got~ b a few Batman and R.cDri might have to fight b 
... i6ill0tk2. . 
So withoUt fultl8 ado, here's a select Jist m the films lbat Will probably win and the Olle8 that shoWd 
~-19"'~ Awards: 
BEST PIC'JtJRP.: 




Will: 1he ~Patient'' 




Notrrbii!IIS: Anthonv ~.'"The English 
Patient'" 
Will: 
Joel Coen. ,~ N • 
Mila; Forman, ~'The P~le Vs. 
'"' .... , f1 t'' Mik: ~ ''Secrets&: Lies" 
Soott Hds, "Shine" 
Anthoo ~"The English 
Patient'r 
Should: Joel Coen. ''FalBO" 
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pression through movement 
e Contemporary Dance 
demonstrated a year's 
of hard work and artistic 
Friday evening with its 
dance concert at 
me~·ShaeHer Theatre. 
The performance was playful 
energetic, using a combina-
of odd props, sound and 
ting that gave the dance a 
surreal effect. Shoes flew 
the air, voices and clap-
punctuated the movement 
dancers, and the red-and-
low glow of the stage lights 
ted a world both bl7.arre and 
·rul. Fractured Images ulti-
tely came together to tell a 
the audience was at least 
of, if not entirely sure how 
define. 
The succinct way in which the 
tries and movement of this 
piece came together made it a 
tough act to follow. The subtlety 
of senior dance major Michelle 
Winchell's performance, "No 
Longer," however, still managed 
to shine. Winchell choreographed 
the solo herself, using movement 
to express her exploration "of a 
changing relationship in her life," 
Thompson said. 
The most striking image of 
her performance was her utiliza-
tion of light. While most works 
appear to use stage light as a 
means of emphasizing move-
ment, WincheH's movement 
emphasized the importance of 
the light. Sliding away and mov-
ing towards it, she gave light Us 
own persona, transforming it into 
something one could interact 
with and~ to. 
Interaction was the crux of the 
next work, a piece titled "With 
Bated Breath" by senior dance 
major Amy Eisenhower. The 
duet, performed by junior Sue 
Cmel and sophomore Stacy 
Pfeifer, both theatre and dance 
majors, focused on the physical 
and emotional connection 
between the two dancers. 
Eisenhower, in creating "With 
Bated Breath," responded to a 
past personal experience in 
which she was choking, unable to 
breathe. For Eisenhower, the 
experience translated mto a series 
of movements in which the two 
dancers are dependent upon one 
anothe.r, until one begms to lose 
control and is ultimately rescul>d 
by her dance partner. 
It is questionable as to 
whether the use of soulld -
intense, harsh gasps for air -
had its intended effect on the 
audience, but in the final and 
concluding image Eisenhower 
succeeded in creating a powerful 
ending: the gasping ceased at the 
touch of one dancer's hand upon 
the other dancer's throat. 
Senior dance major Jennifer 
Harvey choreographed the the 
next piece, "Hlde and Seek." A 
visually and rhythmically color-
ful performance, Harvey made 
"good use of tap as both sound 
and movement. Heavily depen-
dent on rhythm, the work created 
a world in which the sound of the 
dancers' feet told a story. With 
the use of a brightly lit backdrop, 
vividly colored costumes and the 
dancers' antics, the atmosphere 
was humorous and light-hearted 
The next work, senior dance 
major Megan Roche's "Boggled, 
Bashed, and Berated," was 
intended to be humorous but 
never quite reached comic expec-
tations. This piece was supposed 
to be what Thompson called a 
,"humorous take on a serious sub-
ject," highlighting the monotony 
of a hfe lacking emotion or indi-
viduality. The dance turned out 
to be anything but lighthearted: 
The movements, initially funny, 
gradually became sinister and 
v1olent. The disturbing quality of 
th1s violence, as the dancers 
pushed and pulled each other 
ROGER WOLLENBERGfsenior photogrophu 
S8nlora EJiulbeth Kuzmlck and Amy Eisenhower perfonn MeCan 
Roche'• 'Baalecl, a.r.ted and Bashed' at Latlmer..sh..rrer Theatre-. ,.. 
across the floor, created an excel- neath that initial "false" face. 
lent effect - but it was anything The final performance of the 
but comi.ca.l. evening was "Physical Property" 
The seriousness of this piece by guest choreographer JoAnna 
carried over into "First Mendl Shaw. A lengthy piece, the 
Impressions," an expression of movements demanded phys1cal 
the coping process of a sexual stamina from the rune dancers 
assault victim. Junior dance performers. Dancers reacted to 
major Cortney Adams choreo- one another and with one aneth-
graphed and performed th1s er, either chaUenging or partner-
work herself, and music played a ing in complex movements. 
cruaaJ part her work; two selec- lntricate and above all interest-
lions by Pottesini and Bach mg, this conclusion to the 
echoed the two "faces" of the vic- evening was an excellent display 
tim of the dancers' (echnical strength 
The way the music evinces and physical endurance. 
these two "faces" is excellent. At The Contemporary Dance 
first, the sound is almost too Jight Ensemble provided artistic 
and airy, contrasting with expression through movement, a 
Adams' s lightly more frant1c fine display of the crealtve 
mnvPmPnt" By the end of the process and solid resulting prod· 
performance, the dramatic uct. These dancers created perf('~' 
change to turbulent and v1olcnt manccs that were not only enter-
music signified what was under- taining, but intelligent as well. 
ushed lines, hesitation combine for less humorous 'Ado' 
by Jason Corner 
semor writer 
, that ordmary people in 
e ly ordmary situations 
harder to portray accurately 
n heroes !acing death and 
the gods. The lackluster 
of "Much Ado About 
at Theatre n last week 
Moli6rc's dictum: when 
comic art is lacking, the 
ts can be tragic. 
William Shakespeare's "Much 
About Nothing," a classic 
'"""'·""'"of love and trickery, is a 
all the stupid, stupid 
ames men and women play 
ith each other. Although it is 
ulte ossibly the Bard's best 
, perhaps exceptmg 
Night," this production, 
irected by junior Laura jenkins, 
ssed out on a lot of comic 
opportunities. 
The effect of comedy is pri-
manly soc1al, working on the 
humorous flaws in human nature 
and how these flaws play out 
between people. Tragedy, by 
contrast, works on the characters 
of human beings alone and how 
their flaws betray and overcome 
their virtues. Yet lhis production 
seemed to portray people curi-
ously isolated. 
Sophomore Michael Sag's 
Don Pedro serves as a case in 
point. Although Sag's acting was ' 
reasonably controlled and com-
petent, his character delivered his 
bnes with a strange detachment, 
as tf he were speaking to himself 
half the time. In the scene where 
Don Pedro announces his plans 
to make Benedick Ounior Jeremy 
Beck) and Beatrice (junior Jane 
Rupp) fall in love with each 
other, what could have been a 
hilarious scene of master schem-
ing turned into mere exposition. 
Too many minor characters 
delivered their lines with rapid-
fire speed, losing the nuances of 
Shakespeare's language and even 
losing meaning. Too many long, 
awkward pauses crept in 
bcn"een lines as well, destroying 
the delicate timing that no come-
dy can possibly do without. 
Achon didn't supplement 
what was missmg in dialogue, 
KYLE BUSSistmor photograplltr 
Doebe"Y (AI Oomeyko) catches the criminal Conrad (Leah Swanson) 
after Ver&es (Sarah Lyon) shoves her In 'Much Ado.' 
either Half the time the charac-
ters weren't even facing each 
other when they spoke, and the 
blocking seemed without plan or 
intent. This is particularly trou-
blesome in a play like "Much 
Ado," which derives a great deal 
of its humor from people listen-
ing to eao{\ other Facial expres-
sions and reactions are vital to 
make that kind of comedy work, 
and the characters weren't pro-
viding the reactions that should 
have given the play the energy it 
lacked. 
Probably the brightest spot in 
the show, though, and almost 
worth the price of admission, is 
Beck's fine work as Benedick. 
Beck gives a deadpan and slkkly 
funny performance in th1s lead 
role, delivering his lines w1th per-
fect coiT\.Ic timing and full-voiced 
authority Beck's Benedick is a 
largely likable guy in the prOCt.'SS 
of seeking the difference between 
h1s essential self and hb social 
masquerade Beck's matching 
with Rupp as Beatrtcc, the feiSty 
love interest of the play, works 
remarkably well and supports 
the play when the going get~ 
slow. Rupp's Beatrice snaps and 
crackles with delicious sarcasm; 
she is perhaps less powerh1l in 
her more tender moments, but 
the Beatrice-Benedick sparring 
matches are rare delights. 
It hardly makes up for aU the 
things going wrong, but this was 
also a very visually attractive 
show. The set is simple, charD'}.-
mg, and profits from some nice 
touches, mcluding a flower-cov-
ered gate. The costuming is con-
temporary, ranging from tuxedoc 
for the wedding scene to hippie 
and cowboy costumes for the 
masked revels. Big-band jazz 
makes for pleasant interludes 
during scene transitions. 
But style can't make up for 
lack of substance, and that's just 
the problem \vith this production 
of "Much Ado." Its bright spots-
are bright indeed, but the whole 
show lacks an overall glow of 
real humor or comic sense. Sadly, 
the effect is like being Leonatto 
who, faced by Dogberry, pnf 
claims ''All thy tcd1ousness on 
me,ah?" 
• 
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We're here 
to be there. 
Life insurance and 
annuities from Modern 
Woodmen can provide for 
your family's future financial 
needs. You can count on it. 
Since 1883, we've been 
one of the nation's leading 
fraternal benefit societies. 
Our ratings from A.M. Best 
and Duff & Phelps verify our 
strength and security. 
Call today. 
MODERN WOODivlEN OF AMERICA 
A Fratenwl life Insurance Society 
I lOME 01-HCE ROCK ISL <\t\0 IU 11\0 IS 
LIFE • ANNUITIES • IRA.\ • FRATERNAL PROGRAMS 
~1(\.0ki~z, 56 E. ~olfe St. 
~fll ~ Top of Port Repubfic Rd. 
h ~ r4exf fo [)a;ry QueeM 
Oownfown: 433-3917 
WE'LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS. 
Tr-n \'•' '' ·• llldY nor ~et:'fn /II t> mtJC II time to pto'lf' you re capc~ble of bem<) rl 
• feodcv b .• t f yQu, touqll ~mort and determmro. ten weeks .md a fot of 
nard wo:• ruuld tn.lkP \IOU ,m OffiCer of M;:mnes And Offl{er Candtdatt!'l 
School OCS ~ wf1f'ft voo'N g. t thl' hone(' to ptOVf. vou '\o'E' got what tt tiJk~ 
:o le.Jcl,J ,t tun of oc ,,~m nr. lull of chdf!Pnge. full of honor Anyone c<m \aV 
ttlf:", ·"' C}Clt .'.h.JC II tJl PS to be a ierKkr. W!>'H g~ )IOU lerl wt'E'kS tO ptOVE' 11 
For more lnfonnatlon see Captain Harwell or 
Gunnery Sergeant McNeil at the Warren 
Campus Center from 11 am • 1 pm on 
March 28th or call 1·800·542-5851. 
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(above) Plnfold won the first annual Localpalooza Battle of the 
Banda, tpOnSOfed by Phi Gamma Delta fraternity (RJI). JM's Grill 
houNd the event, and It benefited the Harrisonburg Foster Care 
Procram. The fraternity raised about $800 throup the com~ 
etltlon; 70 percent will co to the charity, and 30 percent will be 
awarded to Ptnfokl, which prevailed over the seven other 
competln& bands from Harrisonburg, Blacksburc and Northern 
Vlr&Jnla. · 
(left) Younc Devereaux (sax) and John Matelis (guitar) of 
Boxturtle Improvise during their set. 
(rfeftt) F;eahman Derek Vlcko, a member of RJI and the event's 
main orcantzer, addreases the audience. 
(below left) Rob Holmes (vloOn) and Matthew StaJey (&uttar) of 
The Bygones jam their hearts out. 
(below right) Slnger/ CUttarlst Grec Ward of The Laughing Song 
and Dance plays the lntro to one of their songs. 
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Ho111emacle Cu1tarcl 
Style Ice Cream 
Rl•ht on Wolfe St. 
lull past Post Office Killed by a drunk dnvn- on Good Fnday. March 29, '1991, al 
Collt« Path Dnwand Hwv.l9 North in Mtridiari.Mis&. 
NOT WEARING A 
SAFETY ILT CAN COST 
YOU.AN ARM & A LEG. 
It's against the law. So if you don't want a ticket. buckJe up. 
Or, you could become broke in more ways than one. 
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UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS 
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ono 'has 're·~entered th'e'•Tbllifding· 
early four years after Zooropa, U2 brings in da noise, brings in da POP 
Now the disc -
simply, and perhaps a little 
""'~~·~• .. •, POP- has arrived~ and fans can 
or at least relax. Bono wasn't lying, 
, but he was deliberately presenting 
obtuse, ironic version of truth. 
So it is with the flashy, trashy '90s 
of U2. Having smacked head-on 
the artistic limitations of their ascetic 
after the 1988 concert film/double-
RAttle and Hum, U2 gave themselves 
stark retrofitting for 1991's Achtung Baby 
the 1992-93 Zoo 1V Tour. The music 
funkier and the d othes got hipper, but 
who listened to the lyrics knew U2 
re still the same God-fea ring 
~np"'""~ they had always been; they 
just learned to disguise their ~incerity 
a few protective layers of kitsch. It was a 
biz coup of the ra rest kindt-
anipulation for artistic rather t Jn 
",...,.,, • .,.;,.,reasons. Of course, they en ed 
breaking the bank anyway. 
For U2, coming off three years of down 
and va r ious side projects, POP 
resents not a dramatic new musical 
'· -"~"so much as a dizzying expansion 
the sonic avenues their previous two-
-a-half records explored (the half 
Pas~11gers, the forgettable 1995 Brian 
compila tion of soundtracks for 
real and imagined). Thus the album 
only ratUes and hums, but beeps, blips, 
even BOOM!s. 
"Discotheque," another U2 ode to the 
pleasures of what their fellow 
James Joyce called Nighttown, 
the record, followed by two more 
noisy creations. 
"Do ou Feel Loved" is a mid-tempo 
ve thang driven by a propulsive 
m Oayton bass line, while "Mofo" is 
electronic visit to John Lennon's 
scream territory, featuring some of 
most personal lyrics ever. The 36-year-
singer's mother was kiJied in a traffic 
when he was 15, and this is only 
second time in U2's 20-year history 
Bono has directly addressed her 1055 
song. 
Musically, the track s uggests what 
t have resulted if Phil Spector 
Nine Inch Nails. Starting with 
electronic percussion loop, Larry 
l".!n, the g roup's very human 
time. 
crashes in, hitting real skins in 
The Edge's e the real guitars make 
fing runs over the chaos, and if you 
carefully, you can almost decipher 
heavily distorted vocal, "Lookin' to 
that God-shaped hole •.. Lookin' For 
POP's rell ~ CX1IN!8 in its final dvee 
tracb. The quietly arresting "1f You Wear 
That Velvet Dress" is another 10n1 that 
exileed in a larval state during loonJpl; Its 
subtle, o~rworldly arrangement and 
sexy Edge guitar solo are far better than 
Bono's lyric, which revisits "Myste~ous 
Ways's" metaphorical use of the moon as a 
temptress and the sun as the virtuous 
lover. " Please" highlights the rhythm 
section's development (bassist Clayton 
and drummer MuUen spent much of 1994 
studying music in New York), while 
"Wake Up Dead Man" ends things on an 
apocalyptic note. The landscape is more 
hopeful, however, than the one traveled by 
Johnny Cash on "The Wanderer," 
Zooropa's brilliant Flannery O'Connor-
esque closer (and my dad's favorite U2 
song- go figure). 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ISLAND RECORDS 
TMIII2: (frOID left) Ad8m Clayton, Bono, l..erry Mullen 8nd the Ectce .t work. 
POP is not a revolutionary U2 album; its 
innovations are mainly in the details. But 
then U2 is an expansive musical label 
already, one that includes not just .,Sunday 
Bloody Sunday,n but ''When Love Comes 
to Town" and "Lemon," too. the face I had before the world was made." 
"If God Will Send His Angels" is a 
soulful ballad in the old, widescreen U2 
tradition that just barely avoids sounding 
precious. An outtake from the early '93 
Zooropa sessions, like the album's epilogue, 
"Wake Up Dead Man,'' the track should . 
please the purist fans who have been 
waiting in vain for a return to the wide-
eyed proselytism of the joslrua Tree days. 
· U2 flirt with psychedelia on ''Staring at 
the Sun;" you can practically see the 
stac:Uum full of lighters as this Beatlesque 
track plays. It's infectious, as is "last Night 
on Earth," a hard-rocking update on 
"Party Girl," the early favorite 
immortalized by Edge's bungled gu1tar 
solo on the 1983 live EP Under a Blood RtrJ 
Sky. 
"Gone'' finds Bono lamenting the 
nature of celebrity ("thb suit of lights") 
with more conviction than the grunge kids 
ever managed. lt also boasts an impressive 
new Edge §uitar effect the group aptly 
nicknamed the 747" during recording. 
Bono's fascination with the flip side of 
the American dream returns after a two-
album absence on "Miami" and "Th e 
Playboy Mansion," the latter being a 
humorous and oddly touching story of an 
average nobody dreaming of climbing the 
ladder. With its de\'er wordplay ("If Coke 
is a mystery I Michael Jackson, History I . 
If beauty is truth I And su rg~ry, the 
fountain of youth") and lazy slide guitar, 
the song recalls late-per:iod Lou Reed at his 
best. 
But it also raises a potentially thorny 
question: Are we asked to believe that the 
most ambitious rock band on Earth never 
dreamed of success in such terms? Well, 
no. During the Zoo 1V Tour, Bono ~ to 
quote the playwright Sam Shepard s line 
about the middle of cor1trjdiction being 
the place to be. The timeless contradictions 
-art vs. commerce, flesh \ 'S. spirit- have 
inspired U2's best music. And they're in a 
much better position to expfoi t the 
contradictions of rock stardom since they 
realized that being believers doesn' t 
require them to pretend to be be monks. 
Actually, POP is bursting with pleas to 
God and to Jesus. HGod's got his phone off 
the hook again," mourns Bono in "11 God 
Will Send His Angels," "Would he even 
pick up if he could? .. "Wake Up Dead 
Man" finds him despairing and desolate: 
"Jesus, I'm waiting here, boss I I know 
you're Jooking out for us I But maybe 
your hands aren't free." It's a far cry from 
the blind d evotion of 1981's "Gloria." 
Forced to choose, like many pragmatic 
Christians (this one included), Bono elects 
for the God that is all good but not all 
powerful, rather than all powerful but not 
aU good. 
Likewise, this is an eclectic record-
mature and in ventive, only rarely 
predictable and never boring. POP sound~ 
terrific, but a lmost as s triking is the 
realization that comes with it: U2 has 
grown from a group of pimply teenagers 
to millionaire 30-.somethings before our 
very ears without ever sounding 




)o"M.F.A. Degree Exhibttlons: Kkkt Mi15them and Christopher 
Stephens": Sdwhill Gallery- Tuesday-Sunday, free. 
)o "Arrwork by Kelly AnJeoon anJ Alil1.t Jaynes"; Z1rklc: House, 
.'\rcwork<. G.tller,·- Mond:~y-S.uu;d.ty, fn:e 
)o "Conc.:eprual Art Group Exhlollll)(\", Ztrlde House, The Other 
Gallery - MonJay·Saturday, fr~c. 
)o''Art At:tlon Coll.tborauvc": Z1rklc House :- Monday·S•Hurday. 
free. 
>-L1ughing Song & O.mc.:e: Tiu.o Of(ic.:c- Mond.ty, 574-9975. 
)oGunnnr Mossblnd & Fnends: D.tvc'~ Taverna - Tu~ay, 9 p.m -
midntght, $2 c.:over And $3 mmimum food pun:.hase. 564·1487. 
>-Bda Flet:k 110J The Flecktone~. Wilson Hall Tuesday, 8 p.m. $.3 
w/ JAC, $5 for gencml public. 
)o8Jues ntght With JMU profc~o;or:; and studentS: Dave's Taverna-
Wednesday, 8· 11 p.m. free. 
)o(~rmen & Megan Ha!.:tmd: J. Willoby's Roadhouse - WcdncS(J.ty, 9 
p.m.-midnight, 5H-J6+4. 
~Yams from Outer Spa\!e:The Offic.:t!- Wednesday, 574·9975. 
)oMagraw Gap: Blue Foxx Ctfe n,ursduy, 432-3699. 
)oD:l1ly Planet: Alue Foxx \..afe- c;,nunlay, 432-3699. 
,.. JMU Mallet Madness wtth gu~t .mtst O,ip Bubeck: Music.: Butlding, 
rm. W8- Monday, 8 p.m., free. 
)o JMU PLA n'PUS, New Mus1c Ensemble: Anthony· Seeger Hall 
Audttorium - W~nesday, 8 p.m., free. 
>-Grnfton·Stovall Thearre: "Blue Velvet," Tucsday-Wednesd•w; "The 
je!>US Film," Thur<J:ty; "Mars Att41dc.s," Fnday·Saturday; "The Seventh 
Seal" Sund•'Y· 7:30p.m, free. All other shows at 7 and 9:30p.m., $2 
unle~ otherwise noted. 
)oRcgal Cinemns Valley M;tll: "LiM Liar," "Rerum of the jcd1," "Jungle 
2 jungle,'' "The Emptre Strikes B.t~k." Shows $4 before 6 p.m., $6 <lfter. 
Call 434-7107. 
>-Regal Harnsonbur" 3: "Oonme Bmsco," "Sling Blade," "Privl'lle 
P;trts," "Selena," $4 before 6 p.m .• $6 after. Call4J3-1200. 
If you would L~ an a~tnt ftar.urcd rn 'Aru Weekly.' drop off mformaoon in rhl Aruhony-See~ Hall 





.. · Do you have 
a story for 
'The Breeze? 
-
Call x 6127 
and give us 
the scoop! I 
This guy should have come· to 
Brooklyn's, where he could have 
tried our delicious smoked 
turkey subs or our New York 
style cheesecake and cookies. 
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Better Ingredients. 
/ Better Pizza. 
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Baseball suffers W &M drubbing Dlll&rt:lsettles 
In as Dukes' 
new headman 
by Daniel Nemerow 
stll/f writer 
Until this weekenct JMU had 
never lo&t a seriel to the <;:oUege 
of William 1c Mary. Ort Sunday, 
history changed. The Tribe 
crushed the Dukel14-3 and took 
the weekend~ 2-1. 
The loss ~ the Dukes' 
conference recoril to 2-4 (14-12 
overall), leaving them with some 
serious ground to make up. 
.. It is the first time in the histo-
ry of JMU that we have lost a 
series to a club like William &: 
Maf¥,'• JMU head coach Kevin 
Anderaon said. '1t Is very disap-
pointing. very frustrating and 
quite franJdY, it is emberrasSing." 
Accor4in& lo the Dukes, this 
Is a Series~ altguki have won. 
LAURA SOULA.R/ smior: pJwlptnlpher 
Junior catcher Bob Smoker (12) Mel trahman thlnl·~ Eric 
Bender chase down a Trtba base runner In SUnday'a14-3 drubbinc. 
"We came in here wanting a 
sweep," senior first baseman Ray 
Baksh said. 'We should win this 
series. There is no reason why we 
shouldn't, and it is a disappoint-
ment." 
The Dukes were down early 
when freshman catcher Brian 
Rogers hit a two-run home run 
off JMU senior pitcher Tim 
Bouch. 
Rogers roughed up six differ-
ent JMU pitchers all afternoon, 
going 6-6 and knocking in four 
• runs. -
"You have got to give credit 
to their hitters," Anderson said. 
"Especially Brian Rogers - he 
had a <areer day, and they 
deserved to win the series." 
The Tribe added 10 of their 14 
runs in the last five innings. The 
biggest Of the fiVe was the three-
run seventh When W&:M bl"9Ught 
eight baUd 1Q taw plate. 
"They hi{l tbit pomentum the 
whole game. ~ aut played ua, 
and they out coached us," 
Ailc:leriiin said. 
,The Dukes' offense struggled 
t:hiougP\Out the game, as opposed 
to the Tribe, who had 18 hits in 
the same. W&:M sophomore 
pitcher Randy Leek sca ttered 
eight hits over eight innings, had 
five strikeouts, no walks and 
allowed three runs. Leek helped 
hl.s own cause, going 2-4 and 
knocking in one run. 
"[Leek) got us off balance, and 
then we feU into what he wanted 
us to do, which is to pull the 
ball," junior right fielder Greg 
White said. "We didn' t go the 
other way like we could have." 
The Dukes struggled at the 
plate all day, and when the 
chance for a rally did arise, it was 
qui.ck.Jy extinguished by the 
W&:M pitching and defense. 
"(Leek} was crafty," Baksh 
said. "We just didn't make the 
adjustments soon enough, and by 
the time we did, it was too late." 
Anderson said, "William &: 
Mary out played us in every 
phase of the game. They deserved 
to win. We will have to dig down, 
find something extra and be able 
to come back immediately." 
The Dukes next play Radfon:i 
University Tuesday at 3 p.m. at 
Long Field. The squad will look 
to improve on their recent skid. 
'1 think we have got to come . 
out with a better approach in bat-
ting practice," White Sfid. "We 
need to get our rhythm t>ack." 
bY]oha M. Taylor 
ai!ilst41nt sports editor 
For a man taking over a pro-
gram &om whiCh a high-pro8le 
coach was just fired, Sherman 
OiJJard Is in a wlique situation, 
to say the Jeast 
Pot atarteis, the 41-year-old 
coadi isn't assuming control of 
a downtrOdden program, 
which is typically the case when 
a coach is fired. Former head 
coach Lefty Driesell wasn' t let . ~ 
go because he wasn't Winning 
- he was fired because he did-
n't win the "Big One," so to 
s~ak, and because his team " 
iSn't tope in the classroom. 
What Dillard is left with is a 
team tha't finished four points 
short of the Colonial Athletic 
Association Championship, 
complete with a first-team aU-
CAA selection and four retum-
'lng starters. The oily two play-
ers not returning from last sea-
~'s 16.13 squad are ~duat· 
lng s·eniors Charles Lon and 
Ryan Culicerto. 
Dukes' youth movement-nets· results 
"This year [the program] 
waS' at a point where lt had a 
chance to win the tournament," 
- . Dillard said. ~I don't see any 
reason at all why we can't get to 
that level quiclcly and havr a 
Squad of underclassmen looks to senior 
Shelley Klaes for veteran lead.etshlp, ~ 
by Peter Haggarty 
_!!!1fwrifer ___ _ 
After lasing five starters from 
last year's squad, the JMU 
lacrosse team wasn't exactly 
looking forward to the 1997 sea-
son.l3ut with nine freshmen, the 
Dukes are relying on the old 
ma)(im of strength in numbers. 
"The biggest difference from 
last year's team is that we have a 
. t • 
The DUkes also pulled out a 
stunning overtijpe victory 
against Princeton University. The 
squad continued its march 
through the Colonial Athletic 
Association Thursday as it beat 
George Masm University, 11-9. 
The Dukes, hoy.rever, fell to 
third-ranked Loyola College 
Sunday, 8-6. . 
In JMU's victory over 
Delaware, eight different pla~rs 



















We have more team 
nd All-
American 
he II e y 
Klaessaid. 
unity than last year 
and are taking time to 
make sure everyone is 
II 
J M U 
head coach 
ennifer 
I e hI a 
the 
me senti-
happy . .. 
ment, "We have a great amount 
dE:pth in the sense that there's 
no real change in the talent out 
there " 
That depth already paid off 
fqr the fourth-ranked Dukes early 
in tnc season with a 17-6 drub-
bing of the University of 
Delaware March 12 and a 10-9 
victory over No 5 Penn State 




with a rather young team, they 
are proving that experience isn't 
necessarily as imP.ortant as 
destre. "We have more team 
unity than last year and are ta~­
mg time to make sure everyone tS 
happy and enjoying the sport,'' 
Klaes said. , 
Ulehla said, "If I had one 
word to describe us it would be 
'team.' We've had endless discus-
JMU freshman Amy Brew speeds upfleld during the second hatf of 
the Dukes' Marcbo12 whipping of the University of Delaware, 17-6. 
sions about making ourselves 
look good as a team, and at this 
point, that really seems to be pay-
ing off for us. 
"They care more for each 
other and they have a passion for 
the game that we haven't had in 
recent years," she said Klaes is 
the only true senior on the squad, 
but the Dukes' ability to fre-
quently substitute players wm 
help them overcome their lack of 
see YOUTH page 31 
ct: to ;be in the cham~ i- ... 
~r~' w then obvious-
~it "t6 tHe NtA:A touma· 
ment. 
srace he isn't allowed to 
watcb the playels scrimmage, 
according to NCAA regula-
tions, all Dillard knows about 
his new team is what he learned 
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BETHANY CHRISTIAN SERVICES ~ 
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CAA's greedines·sexposea"Iiirecent firings 
f there's any penon on this campus I 
believe every devout sports fan should 
have the opportunity to talk to before 
or she graduates, it's my roommate, 
Brandau. 
Let me put it this way - this is a guy 
ardently believes former Detroit 
head coach Wayne Fontes is the don, 
even, of the sports world, con-
inner workings of every sport 
golf and prolessional wrestling. But 
every 10 of his ideas you find radical, 
northodox, unsubstantiated ~ perhaps 
onwruuo:>. Quinn will say something that 
make you scratch your head and say 
yourself, 'Hmm ... the kid has a point.'" 
Such was the case Thursday while we 
re talking about the NCAA Tour-
---·nnt and all the surrounding hubbub. 
He sa1d to me, ''The NCAA is nothing but 
big business anyway. They don' t care 
about the players anymore- just making , 
money. 
Sure, I had thought that before, but 
every time H crossed my mind I put my 
rose-colored glasses back on and resumed 
my praise of the model Atlantic Coast 
Conference progra.nt!!- exclUding Florida 
State, of course. 
But after thinking about the things I've 
seen transpire during March Madness -
most notably the firings arid subsequent 
hinngs of college basketball coaches - I 
couldn't agree with Quinn more. 
The NCAA has professed since its cre-
ation that its main goal is the development 
of the student athlete, with emphasis on 
the "student'' part. But nothing sends off 
more lights, whistles and bells that the 
NCAA and its employees are more con-
cerned about money and winning than the 
firing of several college basketball coaches 
fresh off their conference tournaments. 
Settles 
i:onrmued from page 29 
Dillard said, "I consider myself to be a 
players-type coach. I understand what 
they want in a coach, but that doesn' t 
n we're going to be buddy-buddy. 
means I'm going to be very finn with 
and earn their respect." 
What also makes this situation different 
Dillard is he is replacing a mentor of 
who was forced out. Dillard got his 
in college coaching as an assistant to 
II at Maryland in 1979. He stayed 
until1985. 
Despite what could be a difficult situa-
Dillard said it does not worry him. 
no feeling of apprehension at all," 
said. "Coach helped me get in this 
)ror~·~··•u'"· It's just a coincidence that my 
a mater was where my former boss , 
The 65-year-old DrieseU had little to say 
his successor. "I gave Sherman his 
job,'' Driesell said. "That's fine [that 
the ]MU coach now], I'm happy for , 
The players seem to be happy now, too. 
ly, it seemed many of them felt jilted 
the sudden departure of DrieseU. Dillard 
most of them the day before he 
announced as coach, and he held a 
with them after the press confer-
" i talked with them briefly," Dillard 
"It went well, from my perspective It 
a get-acquainted-type meeting. They 
ok with everyth;_ng." 
DJIIard also ha• l,e luxury of having 
ne this once bt:..·re. He took over a 
One doesn't have to look any further relieved of his d uties. Or American 
than the Colonial Athletic Association to University's Ouis l<noche could have had 
realize the truth in that statement Three of' the highest graduation rate of any of the 
the league's nine men's basketball roaches varsity coaches at his institution, but 
resigned or were fired (a.k.a. asked to because few people go to Bender Arena to 
leave) a few days after the CAA watch the Eagles play, he's currently 
Tournament final for essentially the same unemployed. 
~ - not winning or not putting fans So what does this mean to the world of 
m the stands and money in the coffers. college basketball coaching? WeU, it does-
Don' t think JMU isn' t a part of it, either. n' t take a genius to figure out the recent 
S~, the athletic administration fired Lefty trend puts a lot of pressure on coaches to 
Driesell to make a change in leadership produce winning results early in their 
and to rescue a deteriorating program, but respective tenures, especially in mid-major 
he also got programs 
" the ziggy" .------------~~---....... like those 
b e c a u s e found in the 
Harrisonburg CAA. 
residents were Le t's take 
fed up with JMU's new 
the coach's head man 
antics and Sher-man 
aren't going to Dillard, for 
the games. e x a m p I e . 
Despite all With the tal-
of th.is,.the real ent he should 
questions are: Whatever happened to have returning to next year's team, indud-
developing student athletes for something ing four starters and three key reserves, 
more than a conference tournament or expectations to win the CAA and earn the 
game against the school's biggest rival? Dukes' first NCAA Tournament bid since 
What about evaluating a coach's gradua- 1994 will be exceedingly high. 
tion rate and ability to foster the develop- Hypothetically speaking, if the Dukes fin-
ment of a quality person before a quality ish next season with a mediocre 15-13 
athlete? In many respects, the answer is: record, followed by a 12-19 record in 1998-
nothing. These traits simply aren't noticed '99, public enthusiasm for the program 
or appreciated by a university's athletic wi.ll continue to decline. But all the while, 
administration. Dillard has turned the Dukes' academic 
For aJl the public knows, former status around, graduating 90-odd percent 
University of Richmond men's basketball of his players and turning out future doc-
coach Bill Dooley could'.,e been the great- tors or lawyers: 
est coach in tenns of developing character Do you think JMU's athletic adminis-
and confidence m his players, but beca~ lrdhon would be so mclined to allow 
he never had a winning record during his Dillard to coach while the program and 
four years with the Spiders, he was university continue to lose money, not to 
.ROGER WOLLENBERG, Jtttior photographer 
New heed coach Shennan Dillard coached under Lefty Drtesell at the University of 
Mwyland. Now he tak" over a position Drfesell held for nearly 10 years. 
downtrodden program at Indiana State lenges," new assistant coach Chris 
that had gone 4-24 the season before he TheobaJd said. "Coming here with the tra-
arrived, and he successfully turned things dition that you see- NCAA .~rs, NIT 
around. Dillard said he has a better idea of banners, conference champ1onship ban-
what it takes to jump into a program now ners here- obviously that's exciting. 
than he did three years ago. We'd like to be able to carry on that tradi· 
"Here, I've had three years experience," tion and hav~ continued success here and 
Dillard said. "There's no substitute for get us back m those tournaments, back 
experience. I'm more aware of what needs into winning championships." 
to be addressed." Theobald joins Dillard from Indiana 
Instead of fixing a program, Dillard State, where they ~rved together aU ~ 
expects to take the Dukes to the next level. ~a~. Dillard invited his entire staff to join 
"Now it's on to bigger and better chat- him if they choose to. 
mention games and subsequent recogni-
tion? I'm not so sure about that 
And that's not an attack on JMU, but 
instead, a realization that the NCAA's pri-
orities seem to have shifted for the worse 
in many respects. 
Thus, it seems increasingly unlikely 
that a situation comparable to that involv-
ing the Universaty of North Carolina's 
Dean Smith will ever occur again. What 
many people don' t know is that four years 
into Smith's head coaching tenure with the 
Tar Heels, after his team had lost its ninth 
game of the season to Wake Fores t 
University, he was hung in effigy. 
In today's collegiate athletics world, 
Smith would've been fired by season's 
end. However, things were different then 
and athletic administrators believed in 
coaches beyond the win-loss record and 
gave them an opportunity to prove them-
selves. As a result, nearly 32 years after the 
humiliating incident, Smith became the 
winning~t coach in Division I college bas--
ketball history last week with v1ctory num-
ber S'Tl, a 73-56 win over the University of 
Colorad o. 
And as much as Smith and those who 
understand the North Carolina coach 
would love to see someone break the Hall 
of Fame coach's record, it seems highly 
doubtful, JUdging from the way NCAA-
employed athletic administrators regard 
and evaluate their coach's performance It 
has turned mto a matter of econom1cs and 
recogmtion. 
Of course, if you ask Quinn, it's just 
another of the many strings Wayne Font~ 
has the ability to puU at any moment. 
C. Scott Graham, a senior mass comnumicn-
tion major and sports editor, hopes Sherman 
Dillard gets a fDir shake. 
Youth ___ --! 
continued from page 29 
experience in pressure-packed situations. 
"We lost a Jot of experience and grad-
uated our entire defensive line, but we 
have a lot more youth, and there seems 
to be more energy than in the past," 
junior midfielder Lindsay Manning said. 
The depth on the squad should also 
give the coaching staff more options. 
With no starting positions set in stone, 
·- players must work harder to maintain 
their starting roles. 
"We don't really have a starting Une-
up, and that is going to keep everyone 
working hard for a position and time," 
Klaes said. "I think that this approaCh 
will be good for motivating the team" ' 
Although the Dukes have a higher 
energy level and greater depth than in 
the past, they still Jack on-field maturity 
- an attribute that wiU onlY, come with 
time. I· 
'" "People oo.the team are very y~ 
and it is hai'd to get everyone up to the 
level of play that exists in College," J<laes 
said. "It is hard for me ancf the few 
juniors who have experienced numerous 
games to reaUy show the team what is 
needed to win on a consistent basis." 
Klaes said, "We are just going out one 
game at a time and not really looking far 
into the future." 
The Dukes will test this mentality 
Tuesday when they play hos t to key 
CAA opponent University of Rid ~ond 
at Resorvoir Street Field, their third con-
femce game of the year. Game time is 
3:30p.m. 
• 
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Ask for a College Special 
.......  ~...._..~ · 20" 4-Star General I'm Not Your Papa, 
I'm the Four Star General 
CALL 433-3776 




11:00 Aft-1:00AM FRI-SAT. 
College Special $9.99 
. . 
16" 4-Star Large 
College Special $6.99 
14" 4-Star Medium 
College Special $5.00 





Roast Bed & Cheese 
I Steak & Cheese 





All Subs Include: 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, 
Cheese, Italian Dressing, 
Mayonnaise, Mustard. 
$5.19 
Mushrooms & Extra Cheae ••• 50 
Bacon & Extra Meat •••••• 1.00 
You could also enjoy 
our 'Wings of Fire' Hot Wings, 




·-- -- ~ --- -
.. 
- --- ----- ---------- - - ------
Dukes loee to~- defeat 
Malo~ Princeton 
The fowth-ranJc.ed JMU lacrosse team 
feU to No. 3 Loyola College 8-6 Saturday 
aftemoon. 
The loss drops the Dukes to 4-1 overall, 
and 1-1 in the Colonial Athletic 
Associa tion. The win was the 
Greyhounds' sixth straight victory over 
JMUJMu senior attack SheUy K1aes Jed the 
way for the Dukes scoring two goals and 
passing for one ilssist. 
Sophomore midfielder Jenn Ball also 
scored two goals for JMU. 
The DuJces went into the Loyola match-
up on a roU, inclUding an 11-9 defeat of 
George Mason University on Thursday. 
Klaes netted four goals for the Dukes, 
as iid sophomore attack Megan Riley. 
Frl..shman midfielder Amy Brew added 
Mo goals and an assist. 
JMU goalkeeper Kate Brew recorded 12 
s.wes, as the Dukes were out-shot by a 33-
29margm. 
The Dukes squeaked out a 9..S overtime 
victory over eighth-ranked Princeton 
University on Tuesday. 
Ball scored the game winning goal with 
27 seconds left in the the overtime period, 
after she collected a rebound off a I<laes 
shot. 
]MU trailed at the half by three goals, 
but freshman midfielder Julie Martinez, 
who Jed all8COI'ei'S with five goals, scored 
with 1:561eft to force overtime. 
\\ HI.S 11.1'\.(, 
Williams and Coyle defeated 
at NCAA wrestling tournament 
JMU wrestlers senior Pat Coyle and 
&eihman Elliot Williams were eliminated 
from the NCAA Championship 
Tournament. . 
Coyle, wrestling ~s the 142-pound 
champion from the Colonial Athletic 
Association, was pinned by Steve Fedcanin 
of Edinboro University and then eliminat-
ed after a 12-4 major decision at the hands 
of Dan Corvatta of Duke University. 
Coyle finishes his JMU career with a 15-
8 record this season and 46-36 career 
record. 
JMU freshman Elliot Williams won the 
CAA's automatic bid in the 190-pound 
weight class, and won his first match in the 
NCAA tournament. 
Williams defeated Seton Hall 
University senior Kens.u Dufresne 17-2, 
and then lost 9-1 to Rob Neidlinger of Penn 
State. 
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Williams was eliminated when Ohio 
State sophomore Anthony Cary pinned 
him 1:33 into the match. 
Williams finished his first season with a 
19-11 record. 
Men defeat UNCW, 5-2 
Women crush Georgetown, 8-1 
The JMU men's team defeated UNC 
Wilmington 5-2 on Friday afternoon. 
The win upped the Dukes record to 7-6 
on the season. 
Cullen de Windt paced the Dukes, 
defeating Bill Anderson 6-2, 6-1. 
The women's team handed out an 8-1 
drubbing to Georgetown University on 
Friday. 
The women improve to 6-3. 
1~.\SLB \LI 
Dukes split doubleheader 
The JMU baseball team split a Saturday 
doubleheader with the College of William 
& Mary. The Dukes won the first game 13-
5, and then dropped the second game 6-3 
to the Tribe 
In the first game, W&M sophomore 
Randy Leek went 3-for-4 with a homerun 
and two RBis. · 
Dukes win ECAC 
Championship 
The JMU women's gymnastics team set 
school team score records in the balance 
beam and floor exercise en route to wm· 
ning the Eas tern College Athle .ic 
Conference Gymnastics Championship. 
The Dukes set a JMU record of 48.19 on 
the balance beam. JMU scored a 48.92 in • 
the floor exercise, also a school record. 
The Dukes were trailing after two 
events, but thei r record-setting scores 
enabled them to overtake the field and win' 
with a total of 189.88. 
JMU senior Kathy Aiken tied for first in 
the floor exercise with sophomore Barrie 
Thibodeau They both also posted individ-
ual school records m the floor exerciSe. 
JMU sophomore Mara Clamage and 
freshman Kathleen Bellino tied for second 
on the uneven paraUel bars by n.>cording a 
9.55 
Juruor Dawn VterschiUing tied for third 
on the balance beam with a 9.70 
.JMU senior Keri Erazmus was named to 
the GTE Academtc All-Distrtct Ill First 
Team. Her name will now be placed on the 
national GTE ballot where voting will be 
held to determine whether she will attain 
GTE Academic All-America status. 
roo* J roo* SIJ roo($) l!J roo I J roo I J riOO I SIJ riOO ($) ::J L * J riM ~ Loo * J @ 
.laDles McHone .Jewelrv 
Break Left You Broke $500 Giveaway Winn#'rs 
Grand Prize $300 









Look for future Giveaways from James McHone Jewelry in The Breeze 
75 S. Court Square 
#433-1833 
~ roo* ,,J r!OO I IIJ roo* ,,J riOO ($) :J riOO * ,.J riOO I SIJ ['~ * SIJ riOO I J roo I ,.Jr ~00 ~ 
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@ the corner of s. Main & s. Avenue 
(in front of Olde Mill Apts) 
TUESDAY 
8 p.m .... close 
Rick Seamster 
Acou~t•c mtx o( ~ty lc~ 
MONDAY 
8 p.m .... close 
Jazz Night 
Brian Larson 
. MU ...... 
NO COVER 
CHARGE 
lit .. It • :n: ••• •• 
---
1111!--; ~---------·-~----J· c 0 M I c s r----•T•H•E~B•R•E•E•ZE-•M•o•nd•a•y,•M•a•rc•h•2•4,•1•99•7-8-6 
Hepatica \Mike Earls 
:C T~ffi" YoOb 
~ A ~r -ro 11-te-
s.u. I nf;ot-J IAIJ I 
oswAt..b-' 
ANt> ~RAu..Y, ~ ~€ 
WaiT IHROVGH 1Ht ~ 
~y ~VSH~, 1: ~~ 
\~lv ~HISt'r ~lie 
LeW> e:f= 'fUN ... 
Assume Nothing\Amie Regan 
iO Ll.¥E :IN l~E boRM>FLUFF'i wouLb AA~£ 
To LtARN A NEW SPORT 
... ~AUY ~NeE THE 
~I MAt.. ~ANt> ,.,..,,.r ... 
~~ANt> Au-. 
/ 
Mow W/f; '!: $()fft&ft) -ro 













~······ ····· ·········· ·· ·················· ... 
RICHMOND'S FREE LOCATOR SERVICE 
Call for Information and your Free Map 
• ........ ........ .................... ..... ...... 
(804) 329-6666 
In Virginia (800) 542-3276 
Nat1onwide '(800) 368-7669 
Fax (804) 329-6698 
Open House 
Mareh 28·29 Fri.·Sat. 
D•als on new mountain •i••• startin1 at $J 79 (:1 our 
entire seleetion of aeeessories are on SAL•. 
5P£0AJJZEO. 
Blow-Out Priciq on all 96 s .. eialiud Bi•esf 
S.nlrN ..... ,. ......... ,. .... .,; ........ o ...... c:..trell 
Food • Pun • Door Prisa • J'aeto17 Reps. 
440 N. Main St. Da~ton 87q-2011 
Just Minutes from Campus! 
Hey you! 
That's right, we need you to help us expand 
BreezeNet. We need people to write html documents, 
design graphics and come up with new ideas. 
Experience is a plus but not necessary. Everyone is welcome, 
and training will be provided for those who need it. Just stop 
by The Breeze, in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, Sunday 
or Wednesday nights at 10 p.rtl. For more info, contact Roger 
Wollenberg at x6127 or send e-mail to the_breeze@jmu.edu. 
I http :1/breeze.jmu.edu I 
a/ d free ride."' 
~~·~~ing the AT&T 
"Ultimate Road Trip" 
sweepstakes. 
Going abroad this school 
year? AT&T would like 
to help pay your way . 
10 Qra:od Prise Wi.Jmera -
Round- Trip ~ir Transportation 
from the u. S . to the country 
where you' 11 be studying. 
Plus thousands of chances to win 
high- quality currency converters 
(hey, you may f,i.nd it more valuable 
than the air transpor tation). 
To enter, call 
Or you can enter on- l ine a t 
http: www.att.cotn Jtudcnt_ dbtodd 
. 
Do t today. 
MD~~· ¥oW...,.,. pRI\.Ibl.tecS. ~u.,_ _. 5/1197. ~to n.i"-nu ot 
c.be u .s .• 11 ~ or oldw. enrolled at a 0 ,1 . coU~ « uni...,..icy durino c.be .,.,_.,. 8Chcol 
~ end t::.r••••Hn; l..nt.-neU~ly fen 1• dAye or ••· see yo.rr ~ Allcoed c:.u-lor o« l¢"'c/t-w et t .coa/eu adlnt-*'*' for ofHc1el nal•1 dlltalltt. 
0 1997 AT•T 
\ \ . . 
• 
CRYPTOGRAMS 
a..ILQLYICA IIBQULY, RTLQ KBATDQ.J KTLKUA 
ZW B W'La IILAP WYDLQSA, B88A PLQ IZYL 
IICKUA WZY JZZ8 ILBACYL. 
J.ZY Z WIVVUT88R QZVZ. AZYWSP UA YTLR 
QLPVK QPST NRSZKX TWSR, KNOOSRVX, WS 
EUNVOR'Y YSVV TWLEW TLYEW TZK TWLEW. 
-By Rita S.lvato 
3.VWPKYKLAVY PWA FU VUYPNOFUV TWONDS 
MUDD WY IME VERY DEAR FLI EADS KWDT 
W VER KORK. - By Ed Huddleaon 
4 . BESSBK HVN REST WEN CPRD SPOKD p 
BVYN CKIEVH WKSRKKY TED WPIOD . 
- By K.C. Doyle 
') 
'8l(.l8q 
l}q uaaAll&q POJ.l9d Juot • &alf81 8JA8d Jyq qn• .lop ann'l .,. 
·q.!Jq .lop • Jt•q .<tuo 1nq 
Buot tlop 0.1111 •• na.111 .<t.:at•J paqy.:a:»np aq uao apunqaq:»ao ·c 
·qoyqJA 81JJA l{OlJM l{O!lfh\ tt•ll,UPtnoo aq •.<ruappn• •uaq..111 
.<naun ..111e.:aJ lf.Jfl UfMl JO .19tflUJ '•t•J uaeJAott•H • 1V ·z 
·a.:an1eem pooJ .IOJ s>pnq a.:aow uel 1ppe 'epuaJ.IJ 
tseq MaJ • JO l]iaaqo .!urqseo aaqJA •.:aal{ueq ano.raua!) ·y 
I ~I l 1 ~ 1 ' fiH£ 8REEZ£rf ~olfdWyl Mlrcb 2•. 1997 17 
11 'l, '1, I~ N '1, N 
' All'I,I~ 
Interested in w 













Pleas end sam.ples of your 
work t The Breeze in care 
of Tllomas C. Scala, Graphics 
Editor, 1997-'98. · 
Do you have trouble putting your camera down? Do your friends $hY away from you when 
you walk in a room for fear that they will be immortalized forever in one of your infamous 
camera shots? 
\ 
I Or do you love to be creative in your worjc? Is your room covered in images of sunsets, 
children playing, or artistic views of a rusty old car? 
Put your talent to work for 
Breeze . Photo!!! 
The Breeze's phq\o ~rtment is looking for photographers to cover news, sporting events and feature subjects. We want to improve 
the oraeittty lind scope of our work and hope to enlist photographers who will go the extra step to get that great shot. 
If you are tnt~ 1n b$Coft1ing a Breeze photographer, or if you shot for us in the past and want to come back meetings are Monday 
and Friday at 3:451n the Breeze darkroom (Anthony-Seeger Hall). If you have any questions, or if you are interested and can't make 11 
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To~ an organ and tissue 
donor, even if you've signed 
something, you must tell your 
family now so they can carry 
out your decision later. For a 
free brochure on how to talk 
to your family, call 1 
1-800-3SS..SBARE 
0e.zr:; 11 .. ,. ... ,.. .... 
P.O. Box 411 
Elkton 22827 
FROM COLORFUL 
PARTY TENTS TO 
ALL WHITE 
WEDDING TENTS 
Have a unique graduation 
party-J)Ut it &nler a tend 
Our Graduation 
Specials: 
20x20 s:·oo 20xl0 .00 
Tables • Chairs • Lighting 
"Let Us Tent 
Your Special Event" 
I· 888 • RNT ·TENT 
PEACE CORPS 
- -- - --
~..;;_ ~~--:_:_ 
- - -. :.... -- -:.: ..:. ....: ---/ 
·-----
-·--
Immediate overseas positions available . .. 
· · ..apply TODA Yl 
Wednesday, ·March 26 
Information Session 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m . 
Taylor H~ll - Room 404 
Thursday, March 27 
www.peacecorps.gov 
Application· Workshops 
ll a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Taylor Hall- Room 304 
, Call Toll Free 
1-888-768-8368 
ro ;:. . ~ · ·.r 
SIR UlltuA .. o.t----1 
dryer, dlettwaener. tvtllebt• 
AICUSt433-2JH. 
e.dloOM a; PI' I ••• -
U. Place. Call Amol..57ua38, 
Ne&Otleble low rent. 
5 Ceilroo• ,......... ~ 
furnlahed; welklnt dletaace.f. 
$190-250/month; 1 year tease 
(8/ 97 • 8/98); washer/dryer: 
(703.)450-5008. r 
Ualveraltr ,.... - Sal( 2 
baths. comptet_.y ru,.,, .... , 
k1tchen appllcanc ... '""!1 
washer. drylf. 1225 ah.,. 1 
$245 privata beth. lndlvl 1 
leases 8/1/97 or 8/1/97. No 
pets, roommate placement. 1-yr 
loaSe 433-8822. 
Summer Mllltot - bf& bedroom, 
private bathroom, hu&a walk·ln 
closet, In-haute wllhef and dryet, 
May throu'h Auauat or any part 
therem Prtce flelotlablel Please 
tall Christy at 584-1!5661 
female aublet - tall 1997. Olde 
Mill. cau Tamara 434-5801. 
Bedroom Avallllbll - Summer, 
Forest H11ts. call CniC 1568-745-4. 
Negotiable low rent. 
University Piece - 48R, Top 
floor. cash back bonus . 574· 
3265. 249-5695. 
Sllblet _.......,. NOW - qust; 
Jlle Commons; t235/ month or 
best Offef. Cal 433-3481 or Tflsh 
at 703-807·1891. 
Summer sublet - May through 
July 31, Olde Mtll. Elizabeth 434-
1147. 
1 Bedroom IW ....... Mitt year In 
d\ll)lex. turntahed, S225/mo 
434-0877 
Summer Sutllet Tho CoMmolta -
three bedrooms. Cell57,..2248. 
SleklnJ Non·••olll1tl female 
roommate, COffelt ~twtton! f .. l 
·97. Call <t34 1880. 
Female room•ato ltooiled to 
share 2BR apartment, your own 
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Mer /l••••r ••.,et - The =: 3 bedioon,., M/F. Cell 
,...,.. ••••r cie••••• -
lummer. U50/mo + uttlltlea 
fumlthad. c.. ..,... 434-0877 •• 
nw.. ...... ,.... ...... ek 
fourth to share apartment at 
Commons far '97·'88 Mll'leStara 
Clll 434 8843. • 
I :If •• A....._ - May June 
~. The Commons, two bect.oomi 
.,.....,.., rent neeotllble. Ask fOf 
lhenJn 564-2890. ~ next to 
~~ua-.. 
M/P 1111 ... w-..s - Must 
be neat and laid back. Amazlna 
houte lOoMed dltectly across from 
the row. Call Den 433-4006. 
.... ., •••tals Available -
~ Lll Heallner. lnlemat.IOnal 
SCudentJ omc. 5&8 51~. 
FOR SALE 
• 1'9at ,_,,c .. , New Hn,.e -
Ham.onburJ Honda on the Net • -
htlp:f /Home.riea.net/chuckwll 
~IIams 
• Q'ov't 'oroetoaed homes Jrom 
penoles on 11. Delinquent tall. 
repos, REOs. Your area. Toll tree 
(1) 800-218-9000 Eat. H-3727 tor 
amentlis~ 
Mualc Fostu 4-treck 1100, 
Mackie 12 channel m1~er $300, 
Kentucky Mandohn $1.50, ~n<ler 
Squire Bass $200. call Bruce 434-
1520. 
\ . 
.. laM! Clf'l ,_ lUI -
Poraches. Cedlllacs, Chevys, 
BMWs, corwn... Also J"ps, 
4WO.. Your AIM. TOll Fret 1-80(). 
218-iOOO Eat. 4-3727 for NT8nt .... 
HELP WANTED 
ll,OOOa ,_OIIIILI IIIADINO 
MOQ, P.n Time. At Home. Toll 
free 1-800-218-8000 Eat.. A-3727 
lbr Ultlnp 
NATIONAL PARK IMPI.Ov.Jff. 
_ WOitlln Amenca's Netionil PerU, 
fcwesta & Wildlife Pr...,...s OUt 
meterlals uncover rewerdlnt 
opportunities In the outdoors. 
Call: 1-206-971.;J620 &Itt 
N53258 (We two • research & 
publl~~). 
E .. tom E•fOitl ~,.tltt - -
Teach bbslc COI'llleflatiOoal &clllh • 
In Prague. Budapest or Krakow. • 
Our materials uncover many • 
.... .,._,.,, .. -'-need 
dtpendeble .,...uc people tot 
!)Kklnt end IHdint hoUsehold 
aoods. Lon& hours, will train. 
Pullen MOVIftC Company, 15-461 
flfl'll Cfeett Or., WoocfbrtdCe, VA 
(703) 494-8100. 
..,..,.. .. rteMera. c .. u -
flexible hours available, 
Sophomocn or Jw\lora. Must be 
able to work this aummtt and 
some k.raches. 
To•r l•lilos Wa1ttd. No 
experience necessary. Weekend 
and weekday work. Must have 
dependlble 1111nsPGM~Ion. Cell for 
appointment. Endleaa Caverns 
896-2283. 
De11ce laatr•ctora 'osltlolt 
available f01 fall or summer. 
Elperlence preferred. Call <t3J.. 
7127. 
• Not Paid Enough• 
•No Advancement• 
· - •No Security• 
•Long Hours• 
rewerdlftl teachiOC opportunluas luMIIter Employment - Child 
with &reat benefits. for Caro It you're Interested In 
Information: (206) 971·3680 provldlnl care and activities tor 
txt.K53259 rNa •e a reseerdl & scl\ool·a&ed children over the 
PllbhShiftl c:ompeny) , summer months. we can helpl 
a.ldCan! CoMection, R~ 
SUMMER JOPII FEMALE AND Memorial Hospital's child care 
MALE CAM~ COUNIILORI resource and rel'emll 5e1VICI, wtll 
needed tor outstandln& Milne connect you with parents ln the 
camps! CAMP VEGA tor &Iris and Harrisonbufl area whO neecs your 
CAMP CEDAR for boys. Each seMCeS tot ttwit Children OOM the 
IOCMed on m~~t~lficetlt lalw([on a. •summ~t~1 .~t.udents.,in e:::::;:.d .. 
se~ Wfth eaceSI(ional facilitieS. ITiiddla edUcllion, hellth • 
OYer 100 posltiOnS Ill each camp art, muSlC, social work and more 
tor heeda and assistants In can get hands-on e~ while 
HOUSE, 111w sub, quiet. tennis, buketball, baseball, eam1ng money tor the summer. 
bric:k/'llnyl, 3bd, 3bth, fern rm, IN volleyblll, soccer, lacrosse, aott, Call 433-4531 or stop by our olf.ce 
rm, atoraee &alore. double gwaee, ' field hockey. rQI~ hoc-ey, in the basement of the WJne..Prlce 
nice features. asktnt· S13S.ooq_. J awunmlna. aallln&. canq_ejna. Bulldtna (next to RMH VIsitor's 
432·9537. ,. • • • si:uba, water Skllnf, erchtry, Deck), Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m.· 4 
wel&ht tralnln&. athletic trainer, p.m , to fill out a regls\r8tl0fl form. 
Quellt .._·~-Used only joumal1sm. photography. ceramics, 
1 year. Sheets ancluded crafts, drama, dance Oau,tap, 
$75/obo. 564-2608. ballet), natute study, backpacking. 
horseback rldlna. ropes course. 
'trip leedera. mounta1n bltlfl\l. 
Jittery, &tneral (~YOVflee4t 
campers). .-lao lookilll rdr 
S«tetarlfs. malntenanc:e. llttt:hen 
Camp dates appro.11 . June 21 AU& 
21 . Top Salery, room, board, 
laundry. clothln&, and travel 
allowance. MEN.CAM' CEDAR 
tor boys. 1758 Beacon Street, 
Brookline, MA 02146, 
ccedarme•aot.com. 1888844· 
8080. WOMEH-CAM' V£GA, PO 
Boll 1771. Duxbury, MA 02332. 
~pyep.com. 
http://campyeaa com. 1-80().83S. 
'""'-. ueaoc~ta't" ~ ~ ~
one PCMCIA • slot. 4.4 
r•itmodem. 400 MB P18l'<ldrlve, 
and comes with Windows 95 and 
Microsoft Office. S825 (Need to 
• Sell) 56&6514. 
Sl Bal Salel Mercy House, 
Corner ot Wotfe end Ubetty. 
......... tC Klta - Malt. Hops, 
Literature, Ke&&mg systems. 52 
Ea.t Martlet 432~799, 
Jtllco from Tehltle~t- Noni fru1l VEGA. WE WILL BE ON THE JAMES 
brings the American public tha MADISON U. CAMPUS ON 
ener&Y boost and phenomenal TUESOAY, APRIL 1, IN TAYLOR 
result,$ TahltJMS haYe enjored for HALL, RM. 302 from 10 a.m. to 4 
thousands ot ~rst for more p .m. NO APPOINTMENT 
tnformatiOI'I, caft 54().2~2. • • NECESSARY. 
SubetMce AbuM C-OUnMior Ill . 
Full time to dellelop, Implement 
and operate ln .. nslve ~II!IIU.O\ 
treatment H(VIces to _.dlctlcf 
youtht end their families. 
Position developed to reach" 
.populations which have bean 
histoncelly un«'er setVed, an<f n 
such, requ~res slgni"Oat~l 
evcn1na. and occasional weekend 
hours. M-f , 11 a.m. to 8 p.m., 
some t1u1blhty. full benet1ts . 
Posh1on IS 111 Charlottesville, 
Vir&tnla and IS ava1labte 06/97. 
Application deadline: Thursday, 
Aprtl 3 , 1997, 5 p m. Call the 
Region Ten employment 
opportunities hne at 804 ·972· 
1878 for more Information about 
open posi tions. To ha11e an 
applicatiOn ma1led darectJy to you 
and/ or to rece1ve a copy qf, th& 
full position description ~ dial 
804-972·1800 and Ask for 
Homtn .Resources. 
Netplus RNAs Wanted 
PrOYide lllchnlcel ~ ao 
aeudlnealn the ..... program. 
Woftl epptOII IOhra/wk, 
Pey Wll be S240t'month 
AequiNcl ao putCt\IIM • ~us 
C01118Ctio!'\ lnd liYe ~
HM .erong dlektop  
... and dllpley a prollllionel 
cuatomar MMce llllludt. PriOr 
~with TCPnP end 
I~ releted ~lions It 
dellrtd. 
• AI out • ..... •em"'lpior.nlt!Mrftl"'lel,.nntt 
appllcdolt ........ from 
........ ""'lend " to: 
Nanoy o.uar, Tectlnk* Servlc:H, 
F!Ye blllding 201. 
a..ing cllel Ill p.m; an I Apt. 
Ftdier lntOrlnltlon can be 




.... leMft-Need ~ICed 
or lnexPtrienced mete/female 
models fOf !998 caler4ar. Call tot 
Into. Nicti~ 
WANTED 
LoWIC couple wtshn to 
ldopt • llnnt. WlltfC to 
c~ wtUt .u edoption 
a.w.. cil; collect Mike 
~ ~ 703-719-~a. 
I 
L4fwlnt. Deuteil, Chllillo11 
Mlfrled Couple Wishes to A~t 
Saiby. Will provide needed 1\elp. If 
we can 1\etp each other please call 
Mea and 08Yid collect. (703)491· 
8882. 
A l.ovtftl coupe ....,_ to .._ 
baby 1nto nurturin& and 1\oppy 
home. WIR comply wl\11' ... II • 
edoptiOI'I law5. Cell Karen and Guy 
1-(800)4!84-7542 (HCurity code 
1679) • , 
SERVICES 
Grut P~ Music /ProfeSSional 
OJs/ National OJ Connectip!l 1 
¢all 433-0360. • # 
·Please come to The Breeze office in the 
17 ,. ..... $150 per month 
houeln& lllkMif'ICe. Lar&eat rental 
aervlce on the Outer Banks ot 
North Cwohne (Nacs Head). Call 
Dona tor ~ and housinC 
Info 800-662·2122. 
It )'OU do not h811'11 time to take 
two years ot ~.quace d~M"IIlfl lhl 
acactemlc ye ... )'OU may do lt In 
the summer: 
M111-10f'ldlta - M-F 
Mo2·2'7 
FR212 ... ONdlts - M-F 
Mil »Juty 21 
For more lnformllllon, contact the 
Oepartmeot of Foretan 
t..aneuaces. ~1~8 
PERSONALS 
....,... Parttos, formals, since 
1985. we play the 1\ltst 
433-0360. 
AIT Concratulatea thetr new 
inlllatas.l We are proud or )'OUI • 
1 • 
SObec:ttpt.lorla to The 8tMD 
we available! • 
For only $30 fOf !herd cia$$ mail, 
or $75 tot fii'St class mall, 
you can rece111e a tun )ear or 
l'Jio ....,._ Please send your 
_name. address & money to: '.,..._. 
Antnony.Seeger Hall 
Harrisonburg. VA 22807 
basement of Anthony~See~r f:NJlF w~ekq~s1to.m 8 a.m.'S p.m. 
Cla,ssffieA ads ~ost $2.50 f0r the first lOiWolds, ana $.Z~fm each. additio <}.11.0 words. 













I WAS tJ,ot A/6 /{) 
5PBNO 7l/£ :PAY Ar 
K:JI)'1~ AfJMrmBVT /kl:r 





·There's Alway~ Plenty of Parking at 
South View. Just Ask John . 
Each furnished Luxury 
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom 
Apartment comes with: 
• Double Beds in each bedroom 
• Full size Washer & Dryer 
• Telephone & Cable hookups 
in each bedroom & living room 
• Oversized Closets 
• Built-in microwave oven . 
• Garbage disposal 
. • Full size Dishwasher 
• Bus Service 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m. 
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
and by appointment 






or call 432-0600, 
and make a 
move to luxury! 
